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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION AND STATEMF.:i:fT OF THE PROBLJ!M 
I . INTRODUCTIOl~ 
A great deal of time in school is devoted to Reading . Learni ng is 
influenced by i nterest , so it is important that readin material s be of 
i nter est to children. 
· II. STJ1TEMENT QJ.i' THE PROBLEM 
It was t he purpose of this study (1) to discover i f possible , the 
preference of children at Grade 4 l evel for i ndividual stories ; ( :? ) to 
compare t he preferences of boys and girls for individual stori es and f or 
t hree s tory t ypes ; (3) to .compare t he interests of upper and lower quar-
tiles i n i ntelli g ence in individual stories end three story types; (4) to 
di s cover preferences of boys ver sus girl s , and dull ver sus bri,_ht chil-
dren for three types of i nformational materi al. 
Imnortance of the study. I n order t o improve the reading power of 
children, a. teacher mus t satisfy and broaden chi ldren' s r eadi ne; interes +s , 
_j 
develop ski ll s and abi l ities needed for interpr et ation and comprehension, 
promote ef f ective oral r eading , and maintain a flexi bl e r eading pro ·· ram. 
Accura\.e knowledge of an individual pupil 's voluntary readi ng t &stes is 
necessary before t he teacher can elevate his l evels of appreciation. 
Although many studies have been made over a period of years , this 
i-'1-ri t er found none th t:'.t pertained to the inter est s of chi l dren on Gr ade 4 
level i n the basic r eaders bei ng used i n schools at t he present time . 
-., 
l 
Thus , it seemed worthwhile to investigate the relative e.ppeal of various 
stori es and s tory tyues by permit t i ng the chi l dren to express their per-
sonal opinions by balloting their c:hoices . 
The following chapter contai ns a brief review n f the rel ated l iter a-
ture pertaining to children' s inter ests in Reading . 
I 
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CFS.JI.PTF.R II 
REVI EW O:F' 'I'l:U!: RELJI.'rE.'D STTJDIES 
CI-IA.PTER II 
RE,'VIE: r OF THE RELATED STUDIES 
It i s now only t wo hundred ye~.rs since children in America ha.d any 
choice in reading material. T ey first had the fa.--nous Ne11 Englar.td Primer 
used in and a:fter 1700 which was the sole book for the young . This n'l s 
followed by the older Chap- Books of J ohn Newbery , im:ported from "Fngl and 
around 1750 -Nhich gave children readi ng t he.t 1<:as a little lighter t han 
t heir catechisms . Then , came many little books which wer e patronizing 
and moralizing, yet attempting to interest t he young . These were followed 
by Vlc.shington Irving and others who gave a new t-,ype of' narrative with 
merit for children. 
Adults decided I'Jhat books children should read without the children 
hav&ng any voice in the matter . 
In 1898, Clark Wissler conducted an investigati on of 2,100 ch i l dren 
in the schools of Indiana called "Interests of Children in the Reading 
1 
Work of the Elementary Schools". He found that in the fourth grade ther e 
was a deci ded preference for prose over poetry, 86% of the girls and 9~ 
of the boys namipg a prose selection as one l iked best of' all . They l iked 
that ~ hich represents the true, the beautiful, the heroic and the good , 
and as they advance reading interests , other than stories , are av1akened . 
He also found that sex differences increased w-ith the gr ades wi th g irls 
t aking more interest in the emotional side of life , while boys i n the 
activi ties end struggles for advancement . 
1 Clark Wissler, "Interests of Children in the Reading VTork of the 
Elementary Schools," Pedagogical Seminary , 5:523-540 , April 1898. 
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I n 1899 , the next year , Vostrovsky in Stockton, California; conducted 
I 
an experiment ' concerning voluntary reading among 1 , 269 children ' i th ages II 
ranging from nine to nineteen , in t he - ublic library. She concl uded tha t 
chi ldren chose : 
1 . Books about childr en 
2 . Adventure stories 
.3· Mi scellaneous 
4. Fai ry stories 
3 
I n 1926 , Belser car ried on an investigation with boys using six 11-
4 
br ari es and agreed with Wissler' s findi r.gs and , in addi tion,she found : 
1 . In non- f iction , boy' s interests cent er around what - and-
how- t o-do books . .7' I' 
2 . More boys r ead me.ga.zines t han girl s . 
3. Reading interests are influenced by environment and r acial 
char acteristics . For instance , travel and bi ogr aphy . 
4. Boys commonly use the l i brary f or reference . 
5· The influence of illustrations upon reeding interests s how 
that attrac tive pictures challenge the interest of chi Ldren 
and , are i mport ant factors in a •akening and developi ng l ove 
for reading . 
2 Clara Vostrovsky , "Children's Teste in Reading ," Pedagogi cal Sem-
i nary , 6: 523-538 , December 1899 · 
3 Danylu Bel ser , "The Readln{:>; Interests of Bovs ," Elementary Eng-
li sh Revi ew, 3: 292- 296 , Noverr..ber 1926. 
4 iissler , op . cit . 
4 
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5 6 
As a result of 
7 
Thor ndike in 1941, 
10 
the studies of Washburne in 1926~ Jitty i n 1939 and 
8 9 
they agreed ·ith the findings of Wissler, Vostrovsky 
and Belser. 
11 12 13 
Other studi es by Jordan in 192J. , Johnson in 1932 end Lancast er in 
1938 agreed th~ t boys and gfrls had si~ilar preferences in reading. 
14 
An i nteresting report as given in 1935 by Terman in which is stated 
"There are certain elements in literature that chi l dren al ways desire: 
(1) action; (2) human int erest; (3) imaginative appeal ." 
A further statement is, 
At ~ years , chi dren show the gr eat est interest in fairy teles . At 8 , 
too, be; ins the inter est in stories of~ life. Child life in other 
lands , and stori es of children in general have a peal. Realistic ani-
mal and nature stories are now read , and the child's appreci ation of 
5 Carleton i'!ashburne and Mable Vog el, :hat Children Li ke to .ead, 
( New York, Rand McNally Company, 1926~ 286 P• 
6 Paul A. Witty and David Kopel , Readtng :"nd the Educative Process , 
(Boston, Ginn and Com9any , 1939~ 374 P• 
7 Robert L. Thorndi ke , A Com ar ative Study of Children' s Read~ 
I nterests; (New York , Teachers Colleget Columbi a University, 1941 48 p. 
S Wissler, op . cit. 
9 Vostrovsky , op . cit. 
10 Belser , op . cit . 
11 Arthur M. J ord n, Children' s Interests in Readi~ , Teachers College 
Contributions to F.ducation, No . 107, (New York, Teachers College , Columbia 
University, 1921). 143 P• 
12 B. Lemar Johnson, "Children' s Reading I nterests as Related to Sex 
and Grade in School," School Review, 40:257-~72, April 1932. 
13 Thomas Lancaster , "A Study of Voluntary R.eadill£ of Pupils in Grade 
4-8," Elementary School Journal, 28:525-537, March 1928. 
14 Lewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima , Children' s ReadiJ?g, {New 'York , 
D. Appleton- Century Compe.ny , 1935~ 363 p . 
5 
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t he real ':"vrld has so rovm, that he welcomes a rational explanation 
of t hi ng s. 15 
The interes t in fairy t ales continues t hrough the tenth year , although 
most children of 9 live in the real world than in the orl d of fancy . 
The aver e g i rl of 9 is still living in the fairy tale period , but the 
boy is shoiting more practicality, mor e interest in the affairs of real 
life. At t en years, the reading habit i s becomiDg well- fixed. The 
chi l d' s curiosity about things outside his o•~ 9erception is rapidly 
developi ng . His background of experience is rapidly developing and 
wi dening . 16 
and al so, "Al though boys shov: practically no i nterest in girls ' books , 
17 
girls s hmv a most decided interest in boys' books ." 
18 
Olcott i n 1912 , deci&red that t he t ypes of stor ies int erestiD~ to 
little children i n order of preference were: ani mals , na t ure , fables , 
fai ry and wonder stories, moral s tories , horile , play , >:>nd humor , Ray s 10 
to 12 years old prefer stories of athletics, adventure and dar ing, Girls 
of the"le Bges prefer books about play, home end school life. 
19 20 
Aft er Hosie, in 1920 and 1921, made a survey of reading books to 
determine rea~ ing inter est s , he pointed. out: 
~~atever i s done should resul t in enjoyment on the part of the lear ner, 
and lead to 1.ri der reading , t hough effort will be necessary nd enjoy-
ment may have to be prepared f or by activities not in themselves highly 
pleasurable. 
15 I bid, P • 34 
16 Ibid, P• 36 
17 Ibid, P• 72 
18 Frances J. Olcott, The Children' s ReadiP=S,(Ne't York , Houghton 
Mif:f'lin Company, 1912~ 344 p . 
19 J ames F. Hosie , "The Contents of School Reading Books ," School 
and Society, 11 : 179- 180 , February 1920. P . 180. 
20 J ames F. Hosie, Empirical Stu i es in School Reading, Teachers 
Colleg e Contributions to B<iucat ion, No. 114, (Ne ·< Yor k, Teachers College, 
Columbia Universi ty , 192~. 173 P• P . 22. 
6 
He also observed , 11A'Tl.erica n educa t ors apparentl y have at present no 
well-defi ned policy as to t he content of reading 'books ." 
21 
.About t he s ame time , 1Noody discovered t hat the:re is an overlapping 
of mater i a ls found in many readers . He decided ; 
Reading is t he key t o the compl ete understanding of t he complex 
social li f e in VIhich we live . Adequat e trBining in i t deme.nds a sub-
ject matter so broad and so varied as to t'wnish i ntroduction to the 
many lines of a ctivi ty in present day li fe . .Hepeti tion deadens the 
int eres t and · makes the r eadi ng pro cess more mt~chanical. 
22 
Duri ng t he same year , Uhl, in a su:cvey of' -grades 3-8, found t hat 
intere .:;; t ing action was t he bes t guarant~e of' suc&ess f or a s election. 
Othe r .=J.Ual i ti es Vi i t h hi e:-.h f're q_uen C1J \'I er e adventure , easy content, ea sy 
diction , humor , anci t he por trayal of' the supern::J tural; &nd of' kindness , 
f aithf ulnes s , fill.d l oyalty . Hega1·ding info rmational materi el, the pupils 
were almos t unan i mous in s howi rJg i nter est even b ef ore class discussion or 
s t udy . [ic concluded t hat i nform.e.tional mater ial f'or children should be 
e specia lly written f or t hem. 
23 
At about t hi s sprr~ time , Dunn made an outstandi ng contribution in 
her study of isolation and interest f actors and reali~~ed as well as 
24 
Gates did l at er tha t not one alone , but many elements might make for 
interest . II+ order of their i mportance , t h es e elements for boys ;ere 
OJ 21 Clifford ' Joody, "The Overlad )i :ng of t be Conten t of' l"ifte en Second 
Readers ," Journal of Educational B~es~h , 2:465-474, June 1920 . P. 465. 
22 Willis L . Uh.l , The Scientii'ic Deterrninati on of the Content of the 
El ementary School Co urse in Heading , Univer slty of 'i'lisconsin Studies in 
the Soci al Sciences a nd Hi s tory, No . 4, (M8.discin , \'Ji sconsin, University of 
1 Jisconsin, 1921). 
23 Ft-.. nnie W. Dunn , Interest :F~~ctors i n Primary Readin , Teachers 
College Gontri hOJtions to Eriucation~ No . 11 , ew Yorl;c,Teac ers College, 
Columoia Uni v e.rsi ty , 1921). 70 :P • 
24 Arthur I. Gates, Celest·e c. Peardon and Ina C. Sartorius, "Studi e~ 
Children's Interests in Reading ," Jnemen tary School Journal, 31:656-670 ll 
7 
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surprise, plot, narrativeness , ani malness , liveliness, morelness, conver-
eation, f ancifUlness ':' Ud repetition. For g i rl s the elements in order 
changed to surpri se , conversation , -plot , narrativeness , l iveliness _, f8nc1 
fulness , repetition , mor alness and ~lnim.alness. 
25 
Whil e Dunn found thG.t moral precspts were a neglig ible influenc e en 
26 27 
Wissl er found t hem an i mportant i nfluence , Gates found t hem a negative 
element and a deterrent of i nterest. Other'.'Ji.Se, t he study of Gates 
arrived at t he s ame outcome s of \ is s ler ::md Dunn. 
2!! 
.Agai n in 1921, St arch listed four classes of me.t eria1 v;hich consti-
t uted t hree-fourths of the content of t h e lower-grade readers . These wer 
animals , boys and girls , · f olklor e, and poetry. Likevlise , fou:;:o cl a sses of 
materials--classics, history and patriotism, biography and poetry--consti-
29 
tute t he four- fifths of t oe upper- grade readers. Unl i ke Woody, h e ma in-
tained that there was little ov erlappi ng of mat eri a l • . 
30 
In an analysis done -vd. th four th-grade boys by Garnett , it was shown 
t hat these elements of interest make stories attractive to fourth-g r a de 
boy s: action, adventuro , animals , faithfulness , heroism, humor, fighting 
and happy ending. ]'or t he girls, the list changes ·to include action and 
adventure , fairy t ales , kindness, happy endings, dai ly life , faithfulness , 
humor• and moral , a s t he leading interests in the order of choice . 
25 Dunn, op . cit . 
26 Wissler , op . cit. 
27 Gat es , op . cit. 
28 Daniel Starch, "The Contents of Readers ," T-aentiet.h Yearbook f or 
the Stua.y of Education, Part II, 1921. P . 145-151. P . 150 . 
29 ·woody. op. cit . 
30 \ 'ilma L. Garnett, "Children's Choices in Prose," Elementary 
l i sh Review, 1:133- 37 June 1924. 
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31 
Jordan did a stttdy on voluntary readi ng ~n 1921 t esting 3 , '39P _ s:hooll 
chi l dren , ages 10-13, in Ark&nsas , Kansa.s e.nd v. ashi ng ton, D. C., ana 1ive 
years later used the same ' uestionnaire v,ri th .r orth Car olina children. The 
evidence was similar in the light of the r esults . He concluded from t hese 
studies : 
l. There is complete separation of boys' and girls' reading . 
2. Altsheler , Henty and Barbour are most f avored by toys . Alcott, 
Woolsey, Richards and f'airy tales are most f avored by -"' i r ls . 
3· The median age forneaders of non- fi ction is about t welve. 
4. St . Nicholas , Popular "'fechanics, Scientific American , American 
Boy and Boys' Lif'e e.re the most popular magazines . 
5. Girl s r ead practically no magazines . 
6 . Informati onal hookR are popular with boys around t welve. 
7• Battles and adventure are most favored in the intere ts of 
biography and history . 
B. Aut hors populer -rrtth girls appeal to the f ollo ing instincts; 
maternal , kindliness , attention to others , r esponse to approval, 
scornful behavior and r i ve.lry . 
9 . Girl~ fail to show i nterest i n non- fiction. 
The results of t he i'inding s in the compilation of 700 books in a 
32 
graded book list by Washburne and Vogel in 1926, based on child judgment , 
showed that g irls and boys often like books at the same age even when 
their reading g r ades diff er. 
33 
According to the f indings of Coy, who made a study in 1923 of prefer- ! 
31 Arthur M. Jordan, Chi ldren' s Interests in RAadi ,(Chapel Hill , 
North Carolina , University of North Caroline Pr ess, 192 
32 Carleton ~.e. shburne and Mildred Vogel, ··•,'hat Children .Like t o Read, 
(New· York, Rand McNally Company , 1926). 286 p. P. 15. 
33 Genevieve L. Coy , The Interests , Abilities and J! .. chievement s of a 
Sneci ?...l Glass of Gifted Children, Teachers College Contributions to Edu-
cation, No . 13l,(New York, Teachers College,Columbia Univer sity , 1923~ 
9 
II 
I 
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ences with gi fted children as compared v.i th average children, the li t erary 
value of the stori es chosen by the t wo groups were almost t he same . __ e 
bri ht group reported having read, h owever , G.lmost t ce as much as the 
ave age group ~ More non-fiction was read and enjoyed by t he bri:;ht g roup . 
Another compreh ensive s t udy ~<ms done .in g rades 4-S of voluntery read-
34 
i ng choices of 4,469 children in Illinois by Lancaster in 1926, 1 ho said , 
"For a long time the adul t world he.s as~umed to knovr t b.e ki nd of books 
chil dren ought to read ." He used que s ti onne.ires wi.th 1 , 323 children in 
Illinois to determine their tastes . 'l'he conclusions included: 
1. 98% of t he books read voluntarily by children ln grades L~-? are 
prose . Girls read more poetry than boys . 
2. Girl s in these grades do more reading than boys . 
3. Books bought by children themselves or received as Christmas g ifts 
are rated htgher by t hem in i nterest. 
4• The most rapid and the slovrest reeders select the- a>JJ.e type of book, 
but the slow readers oft en f ail to f inish a book . 
35 
The other conclusions were similar to those of Lehman and Vi tty in 
~ 37 ~ 
1928, Johnson in 1932, Terman and Lima in 1935 and Leisti kow in 1939 , 
which indicated t hat the series books were s lected more fre1uently by the 
g i rls , and Indian, war stories and storie s of sports were preferred by boy • 
I 
34 Lancaster, op . cit . 
35 Harvey c. Lehma n and Paul A. Witty, "Sex Diff erences in _ e:ference 
to Reading Books, Just for Fun," Educa tion, 48:602- 617, June 192 • 
36 Johnson, op . cit. 
37 Terman and Lima , op. cit . 
38 Lydia M. Leistikow, " Inventory of ~'lhat Chi ldren Like to Read ," 
Elementary School Journal, 39:11-12, Se9ta~ber 1928. 
10 
This also agreed v-Ji th the findings in 19:28 of e.n experiment by 
39 
Huber . Children r ang ing in ages from 6-15 years in five schools in 
Yonkers , Ne·>: York , showed t he comparison of the pr efer ences of the dull , 
average and brigh t chil dren f or different types of reading materi al. She 
defini tely concluded t hat there wer e mar ked pr eferences in the choice of' 
all children. The:.:e we:::e consistent pr eferences of the dull, av-e r age and 
bright children. Tue bright children liked humor more than t e dull , and 
the bright children l ike stories of f a.mil ia.r experience less t han the dull 
These trends, she indicated , should be kept in mind , vvilile building the 
curri culum. 
In conduetiw6 an ex-per i ment covering a t wo- year period , and involving 
40 
1 , 500 t eachers and 50 1 000 children of 16 stotes, Bruner reported hie 
find..tngs in 1928. The experiment was held to determine the interef' t and 
eppropriateness of l ite e.ry and inf'orm.ational materisls , in the fourth , 
fifth and sixth grades . He found that 9 o1.~t of ten selections receiving 
the lowest rank were of the descriptive-informational type . He deduced 
"that t he interes t element in the descriptive type of informat ional 11ate-
rial should be presented in story f orm and , when necessa.:r-J , sho' .. d contain 
a high drruuatic element~, He was convinced that the old reading material 
needed new .1. ife and that ne materiel of a more appropriate nature be used 
39 ~iriam B. Huber , The Influence of Intellig ence Upon Children' s 
Readi ng Interest , Teach ers College Contritutions to Education , Jro . 312 , 
(Neu York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928). P. 39 . 
40 Herbert B. BI'uner, "Dete:r·mining Basic Reading Materi&ls Through 
a Study o:r Children's I nterests and Adult Judgment ," Teachers College 
Record , 30:285- 309 , J anu&ry 1929. · 
11 
41 42 
Simil~r to Bruner' s deductions v:ere Ekbert ' s regard i ng poetry . In 
a study made i n .Pi t tsburgh in 1928 with primary children , she stated: 
The one outsta.nding f~:1 ct whi ch thewri ter feels is brought out by 
this study is this : the conventional type of children' s poetry usu-
ally f'ound in even the better type of school readers is not enjoyed 
by the children themselves so ·well as othe _ poems 1•ihich may be found 
in the better anthologies of child verse . 
43 
From Engl and came a report of an investigation by Jones ho found 
that b oys of 10 to 11 like short stories ;•r.i th illustrations . I t was also 
definitely e"'tablished t hat a class of be_clt"Ward boys averagi ng 12 y ears 
of age read the same books es an avera:_'; e boy of 10. 
44 
About this same time , Gat8s' study revealed th~tt only 3 out of 10 
t;im.es 'ii!as informati.one:.l ms.terie~ selected by children. He v·ras convi nced 
that it was not l eek of inter est on the part of the children, but lack of 
vrell-~-ri tten :m~:~,teri al . Here ¥m.s :p!erthtl agreement ~d th Bruner . 
45 
J ohn son, in 1932 , used a questi.onnaire to determ.i ne chi ldren ' s iuter-
ests as rel a ted to se:x: from what books and magazines were read by 1,856 
children in 6 rades 5 to 11 in 19 school~ of Duluth . \!hile his findi ngs 
p ar tially agreed 'Ui th the previous studies done , the sex difference ••:as 
marked . l.Nhile g i rls r ead more than boys and enjoyed stories of home and 
school li f e , the boys were interest ed in adventure. Amo~~ the g irls, 
Alcot t was hi6!,hly f'avored , as vms A1tsheler among the boys , even after 10 
41 Ibid 
4:?. Mollie H. Fl::h rt , "Children' i3 Choices of Poems ," Elementary 
English Revi En. , 5: 1 · .2- l€ 5, Ju..'le 1928 . P . H~2. 
43 J . Llo~yC': Jones .. 11(1 E. F . Owen , '1Child1•ent s Preferenc es in Readi ng 
Mate~iale , " E.lementa:~-y School Journal , 40:651- 653 , May 1930. P . 651. J 
44. Arthur I. G tes , Interests and Abi lit y in Reeding , (Nev; York , The 
:Macmillan Company , 1930 ). 2bL~ p . 
45 J ohnson, op . ci t. 
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yee.rB la .. se follo··;tng Jordan' s study . There v;as agreement on this score 
47 48 49 
t1lso by Coy , Lancaster and Laza.r in 19.37. 
Lazar , in reportin,;;g on a larg e :number of children in g r ades 4 , 5 and 
6 , re- em hasized t)revious studies, in t 11a.t dull chi l dr en read less than 
bri .<~ht or avera~; e children and a l so of a :;cJimpler nature . The bright chil 
dren enjoyed science, biogranhy , , nd informational materi al which may be 
enjoyed later hy the duller children. 
Her tables showed that both .;irls and boys liked +,he series ·books 
most. Bo:vs , in order of thl3ir ·;_)refe r ence , liked mystery , adventure and 
detect;i ve stori e s , Hhile g i rls preferred m;ystery , fairy· stories and adven 
ture . 
50 
The results of a study hy Brumba ugh disclosed th::.t children a "9ear 
to care lj_ t t !..e for literary style, 1mt enjoy d:ra~ne.tic action, humor and 
adventure , v:hether it ap:uea rs in -p i•::tu.re hooks , comi c or otb.er magazines , 
or in hooks of any type. It was further stat d that much time and effort 
had been expended b.. t hose who have at t empted to teach childr en to ee.d 
ma.terials in which they showed little interest . In s:pite of the school's 
not s anctioning the types of books that chil.dren enjoy , they read them 
because thS'J seem to satisfy a. cravi ng in a vmy that basal and supplement-
ary texts do not . They seem to distrust an adult's recommendation of 
46 ~ordan , op . cit . 
47 Coy , o • cit . 
48 Lancaster , op. cit . 
4-9 J.'iay La~ar, Rea.din·~ Int0rests , Acti-vi ties t".nd Opportur..i tiE)!'! of 
70 
l 
Bri~;ht , Averae; e an6. Dull Chi.ldren , Teachers Collage Contributions, No . 71 
( New YorK , TE:a chers Colleg e, Columbi a University , 1937). 127 p . 
50 F . N. Brtnr;.be.ug:iJ. , "Children' s Choices of Readi ng Material s," 
Elementary J:;ng .lish Review, 6:226- 22$ , October 1939 . 
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readi.ng . Reaci n,g t h : f unni es is enjoy ed by 98'% o:f' ell el ement a i'"'J sc:hool 
children. 
51 52 
Thornd ike agreed in p i!rt ·d t h Lazar when h , c oncluded bri t,ht chil-
dren ere s:::me~·ihat accel erated in t h ei r interests and dull chi ldr en &r e 
somewh a t reta r d'3d 1 t b,e ... ·efore , the ~:g e diffe::.· ence s in a ;~iven cl as s \'li ll 
no t b e of" g reat in -oorta nce i n det ermi ning int erest patterns . He l so 
p ointed out t h at the changes in int eres~ with age , betv een 10 and 15 , are 
gra dual. Th.e interest of' childhood in Btol'i es of talking a nimals 1 magi c 1 
dol l s , chi l d life , e tc. show a sharp decl i ne a s th., chi l_ d grm·1s older . 
Thi s Hen i n Egrec;nent :1i th Ho ~kett , when he s t a t ed : 
The ch i l d' s int e-·~est B r evHa.l the s tat::; e o:: develo:Jment he has 
r eached , and indicate the avenues open f or f urther growth. no 
free s ensibl e perr;on a:J:pli e s himself to tasks tha t are VlhOlly 
uninte.!·est ing to h i m. 53 
'I'he outcomes o f' n. survey in interests in Science on fourth- g r ade 
54 
l evel hy Von Ciualen at University R1. eJnente.r.v School, Iowa City, Iowa , 
revealed the followill6 fac t s : 
1 . Fotlrth- grad€3 ;; i rls showed. mos t interest in Sc i e nce :?·:.d In.c1.ustry , 
Tran sportat ion , C.loth , I..i &·ht und .ft...nci ent Animals . 
2 . Fourth-g r ade boys shovred. mos t inter est in Ancient P..nimals aud 
Tra nsport a tion . 
3. Considering both g irls end boys~ they showed inter est in Ancient 
.Animals , Transporte.t ion . and General Science. 
51 Hobert L Thorndike , A Conmarst1ve Eitudy of Children's Interest s , 
( New York , Teeohers GolJ.E~g e, Columbj.H Univer sity , 1941 • 48 p. P . 38 . 
52 L zar , op . cit. 
53 John A . H.ro~ett and E. W. Jecol:lsen , .Modern Pr2.ctices i n t .e D.e-
I'lent ary f chool, (Boston 1 Ginn e.nd Company , 1943) • 346 :P • P . 8 • 
54 Vi vi an Von. f.(;ua.len and Paul Kambly , "Children's Int ·rests i n Sci-
ence as Indice:J~ ed hy 011oices of Reeding :~ ~eteriels ," Schools Sci enc e and 
Mathematics , XLV:79L -So6 , December 1945 . P . 804. 
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55 I Many sh1dies h a ve been made Eiuce Wissler in l P.9f , as an. aid to I 
l earn the reading interest s of school children. In conjunction wi tb t hem , I 
56 
'"':i tty's remarks are i nter esting in the light of present-day ne eds : 
In the ba~anced r eadi ng prog ram of tht7 mode1~n school, 1 t is recog-
nized th:3.t the child ' s choice of' reading mater i J. s is ~n important 
considerati on. 'rhe :;nodern t eache:J.• >Yi.ll :eeq_uire access to varied 
materi"~ls , if ir~terests are to be s a th>fied ar;.d di rected thr ugh 
rea ci. i ng into profitable channels . A balance<! reading prog ram , by 
offer ing wide reading ex-qeriences from a variety of caref ully chosen 
mat eri tls , will care for individual diffe ences . 
Practically all of the s t udi es :made up to the :present time have been 
made covering more than one grade , and none ha ve been made recently per-
t a i ning to tlle reading i nt erests in the !~ourth g rade specificall y , Thus , 
it seemed worthwhile to f ind what in the ~Jre sent day h<lsal readers on 
fourth-gr ade level was of interest to fourth- gr de children. This study 
i s a survey of those expres sed prefer ences . 
5 VJissler , op . cit . 
56 P " Ul '.'li tty, Ann Coomer and Dill a Mc Bean , "Chi ldrAn' ~ C i r;es of 
F:o.vori t ,3 nooks , 11 Journal oi: .e~u~ £", t i ona1 Psycholo; y , XXXVII; 266-278 , 
May 19M) . P . 276 
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CHfl.PTFR III 
METHOD OF' INVESTIGATION 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
As stat ed i n t he previous chapter, the p~ose of this study was t o 
investigate t he relative appeal of several different types of r eading 
mater ial on a four th grade level . The survey covered both narrative and 
informat i one.l type of reading . The narrative types included classics as 
"Three Golden Apples", stories of people of other lands as "Strav•berry 
Goat" and advent·ure as "Exploring a Wild River" . The informational t ype 
material included biography as "Paul Revere", science as "An Ink Story" , 
and social studies a s "The J ar of Tassai"• The following comparisons 
were drawn: 
1 . Comparisons of interest of boys and girl s . 
2. Comparisons of i nterest of upper and lower quartiles . 
3· Comparisons of intere:st i n story types . 
4· Comparisons of interest in individual stories, 
NA..."R..·qp{!TVE M.ATERI .AL .AND PROCEDT..Um USED: 
In all; for t he narrative material , ten stori es were selected for the 
survey . Each story was cut di rectly from a basic f ourth gr ade r eader a..."ld 
fastened into e cover making an individual booklet. The followlng chart 
shows the distribution of s tory t ypes : 
CHART I 
DIST.RI BUTION OF TYPES OF N.ARRATIVE MATERIAL 
Classics 
4 
Children 
ot 
Other Lands 
3 
Adventure Total 
10 
16 
;.:. 
. . . 
{ . 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
ol 
I 
II 
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Chart I shows tha t t he ten narrative stories were arranged in three 
groups , four ·of which were class ics , t h r ee '\'l'ere pert aining to children of 
other l ands and three told of adventure . 
This material was t a.l<:en from the followt ng books: 
1 . Distant Doorways, pub l ished by Silver Burdett and Company . 
2. :E.'xploring New Fields , published by Houghton, Mifflin Com_pany . 
3. Let ' s Look Around , publi shed by The Me,cmill an Company . 
4 . Luck and Pluck, published by D. C. Heath and Company . 
5. Then and Now, published hy Lyons and Carnahan. 
6. Ti mes and Places , published by Scott, Foresman and Company . 
CHART II 
DISTRIBtTION OF TYPES Oli' INFOHJli1ATION1~L MATERIAL 
Biography Science Social Studies Total 
3 3 4 10 
The above cha.rt indicates the three types of informational material 
used: biography , stories relating to science and social studi es. 
Ten duplicate sets of narrative ma terial ' ere dist r nuted to ten 
f ourth grade teachers , and ten duplicate sets of inf ormational materi al 
.•. 
were likewise distributed to ten fourth g rade teachers v.'ho had agreed to 
-
assist in the survey . The complete list of stories will be found in the 
Appendix. 
Printed inst ructions were given to all of t he t eachers, together -71th 
the sets of booklets, so t hat the children could vote on their liking for 
each story. A copy of these instructions may be found in the Appendix. 
Every chi l d heard t he story read end e::..'})re~sed his liking as f ollows : 
1. An asterisk ( * ) to indieat e liking v:i th enthusiasm. 
2. A check (~) to indicate liking but without enthusi asm. 
3. A dash (-) to indicate disliking . 
The children signed t heir names to t heir ballots and the teachers 
held an informal di scussion as to why they liked or disliked the story. 
The summe.ry sh eet found on the next page •:as used throughout this 
survey and a copy was g iven to each teacher. This sheet showed the total 
number of votes in each category , boys, girl s, upper end lower q_unrt i les 
listed separately. V,'hen no intel ligence quotient was available the 
teacher' s opinion of the pupil ' s class s tanding was used . Thus , the sum-
mary sheet showed the position of any single story in order of the pref-
erence as well as the t ype of story pref erred, since each story was voted 
upon separately . The children ·wer e encouraged to vote independently 
vithout influence. 
The same summary sheet was used in both narrative and inf ormational 
stories and the experiment was carried on in the same manner by the vaxi-
ous teachers conducti ng the tv1o different surveys . 
As bef ore stated the same s~mary sheets were used and the same 
comparisons wer e drawn, namely: 
1 . Compar isons of interests of boys and girls . 
2 . Comparisons of inter ests of upper and lower q_uartiles. 
3· Comparisons of interest in types of material . 
lB 
I 
I 
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CHART III 
SUlv!MAHY SHEr,'T USED TO R.E'.PORT PHEFERENCES 
Names of Stori es /////1111 
Total number of 
children liking 
with enthusiasm 
Boys I 
I Girls 
I 
Q.uartiles 
I U'pper 
Lower 
Total nui·nber of 
chi 'l dren liking 
without enthu-
siasm . 
Boys I I 
Girls 
Q.uarti les 
Upper 
Lower 
Total number of 
children not 
:1 liking at all 
I I Boys 
I Girls I Q,uartiles 
I Upper 
Lower I 
II 
TEAOOF.RJS N.AME SCHOOL CITY 
;. 
II 
II 
POPULATION: 
Throughout this study , the population used was composed of fourth 
grade children in areas suburban to Metropolitan Boston. The number o~ 
children used in both the narrati ve <-Ild informational surveys was 200 
children for each su:rvey, 100 of whom were boy s and 100 of vm om were girl 
The intellig ence quotients ranged from 72 to 132. 'I'he suburban areas 
inc.Luded both industri&l and prof essi onal eomnnmi ties, and home eondi tion 
likev-rise varied comprisi ng superior, averag e and infer ior t ypes . 
REST.ATEM_:aJT OF THE PROBLEI\~: 
By the foreg oi:ng procedure, an anslysis of the acquired data w'ill 
attempt to answ-er t h ese questions li.n the following chapter: 
1. Which types of stories are most appealing to fourth grade 
children? 
2. \vhat type of informational material do f ourth grade children 
enjoy most? 
3. Are the sex differences marked? 
4 . Do dull and bright children have the same t astes? 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
.ANllLYSIS OF TB.E DATA 
I 
CHJ.,PTl!i'"R I V 
.JUW.YSIS OF THE DATA 
An analysis of the resul t s of t hi s i nvestigation; described tn t he 
previous chapt er , shows consideration for the preferences f or individual 
storiess for preferenc~s fo r story t ypes , an1 f or preferences for types 
of informat i onal ma,t erial. Tables were const r ucted for eaoh of t he above 
t hree sections to present the result s of the data obte.ined from the sum.-
mary sheet s returned by the tea.chers . These tables were then interpreted 
to indicate the preferences of the entire pop~uation, to compare the 
preferences f or boys and girls • and to com_pare the preferences of the 
upper and l ower quartiles in intell i gence . 
Table I follows on the next page. 
,, 
I' 
i!· 
TABLE I 
ORDER 0]' PREF.E.'RE TCE FOR I NDIVIDUAL STORIES 
FOR TOTAL POPULATION OF 200 
Per Cent 
Nan~es of' Stories Liking Liking 
with without 
Enthusiasm Enthusiasm 
1 . Three Golden Apples 78. 5 15 . 5 
2 . The Nose 76 .0 19.5 
3. Adventures of the Woodlawns 75.5 19 .0 
4• All by a Fleet Little Mare 74.0 20 . 0 
5· Chanticleer and the Fox 71.0 23. 0 
6. Pedro's Hat 70.; 24.0 
7. The Ugly Duckling 70.0 21.0 
8 . The Strawberry Goat 66 . 5 20 .0 
9. Children of the South Sea 66 .0 19 . 5 
10. Exploring a Wild River 60.0 27. 5 
Disliki:ns 
6.0 
4· 5 
5· 5 
6.0 
6. 0 
5· 5 
9.0 
13-5 
14. 5 
12. 5 
Table I presents the order of preference for individue.l stories of th 
narrative type based on the enthusiastic l iking of the total population . 
The t able should be read in t his manner: seventy- eight and. five t enths 
per cent of the children liked with enthusiasm "The Three Golden A_ples", 
fifteen and five t enths per cent liked 1 t without enthusiasm, whi l e six 
per cent disliked it . 
This table al s? shows that the t!1ree best liked stories were "The 
Three Golden Apples", "The Nose", and "The Advent ures of the Woodlavms". 
The three stories least l iked were "Exploring e Wild River" , "Children of 
the South Sea" and "The Strawberry Goat" . 
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1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7· 
B. 
9. 
10. 
TABLE II 
COMPlffiiSON OF BOYS AND GIHLS EXPRB:SSED OPINION 
OF STOHIES BASED ON 200 CPBE~ 
Names of Stories J ... i kir..g Disl ikir~; 
Girl s Boys Boys Girls 
Three Golden Apples yes yes yes yes 
The Nose yes yes yes yes 
Adventures of the Woodla.1'>'D.S yes yes yes yes 
All by a. Fleet Little Mar e yes yes yes yea 
Chanticleer and the Fox yes yes yes yes 
Pedro's Hat yes yes yes yes 
The Ugly Duckling yes yes yes yes 
The Strawberry Goat yes yes yes yea 
Children of the South See. yes yes yes yes 
Exploring a Wild Ri ver yes yes yes yes 
Referring to the above table, it reveals th·•.t a l l of the stories r er e 
liked by some boys e.nd some girls , and likewise , -11 or tb.e Btories lf<ere 
disliked by some oys and sc.,me g irls , Those disl i king the s tories are in 
the minority , horever , a.s i nterpreted from Table I ·. 
II 
I 
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TP. ... ,'3LE III 
COMPARI SON OF PY:RCEtiTJ.'.C.TIIl OF BOYS' A\ D GIRLS' F'XPRESSED 
PREFEf?.ENCES mr STORI E..<; BASED ON 200 CA..SES 
Names of Stories 
Liking 
>vi th 
Li.i!:i:ug 
without 
Enthusiasm Enthusiasm 
Disliking 
Boys Girls Boys Girl s Boys Girls 
1. 'l'hree Golden Apples 
2. , The Nose 
Per Cent 
77. 0 60 . 0 17.0 14.0 
74. 0 78 . 0 20 . 0 1 9 . 0 
3. Adventures of t he Vioodlavms En .o 70 . 0 11 .0 27. 0 
4 . All by a Fleet Little Mare 84 . 0 64.0 1 5 .0 25 . 0 
5. Chanticleer end the Fox 70 .0· 72 . 0 24 . 0 22 . 0 
6 . Pedro's Hat 68 .0 73 .0 27.0 21 .0 
7. 1be Ugly Duckli ng 63 . 0 77.0 27,0 15.0 
8 . The Stra~1berry Goat 60 . 0 73 . 0 23 . 0 12 . 0 
9 . Childr en 0 1 the South Sea 64 . 0 68 . 0 23. 0 16.0 
10 . E~1oring a Wi ld River 69.0 51 . 0 29 . 0 26 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
8 . 0 
6 .0 
1.0 11.0 
6 .0 6 . 0 
5. 0 6.0 
10 .0 8 .0 
12.0 15.0 
13. 0 16 . 0 
2 . 0 23. 0 
Table III show·ed a comparison of percent g es of hoys and g irl s for 
i ndividu·l stori es . It should be read thus : slightly more g i rls liked 
vd th enthusiasm "Three Golden A?ples" , while r:1ore boys liked. it rn tho J.t 
enthusiasm t ha.n did g i rls and. abou t the same number of boy s and g i r ls 
di sliked the story . 
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TABLE IV 
ORDEi1 Ol? PHEFEl~JI;NCE OF BOYS FO:~ STORIES 
BASED ON 100 CASES 
:Per Cent 
I_,iking 
Names of Stories 
Li k i ng 
with without Disliking 
1 • .All by a Fleet Little Mare 
2 . Adventur•es of t ne Woodla.wns 
3. Thre~ ~olden Apples 
4. The Nos e 
5. Chanticlef'- r ::tnd. the Fox 
6. E'xplori ng 8. Wild River 
7• Pedro ' s Hat 
8 . Children of t he South Sea 
• The Ugl-y DuckUn0 
10. The Stre.wbarry Goat 
Enthusiasm Enthusiasm 
84.0 
81.0 
70.0 
69 .0 
68 .0 
64.0 
63 . 0 
60 .0 
15 . 0 
11.0 
20 . 0 
27 .0 
23.0 
27 . 0 
28.0 
1.0 
8 .0 
6.0 
6.0 
6 . 0 
2.0 
s.o 
13.0 
10.0 
12.0 
The above table ind.ica.tes that the spirt t of ed.ve ture ts liked 
by boys . 
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TABLE V 
ORDJLR 0F PRI:F?R:;:NCE CIF GiiRLS JTOR STOIH ES 
R4SE'D ON 100 CASES 
N~..mes of Stories 
1. Three Golden Apples 
2 . The Nose 
3. The Ugl y Duckling 
4. Pedro' s Hat 
5. The Strawberry Goat 
6. Chanticleer and the Ji'ox 
7. Adventures of t he ·woodla.wns 
8. Children of t he South Sea 
9 . All by a Fleet Little Mare 
10, Exploring a Wild River 
Liking 
with 
Enthusiasm 
80.0 
78 .0 
77. 0 
73.0 
73 . 0 
72.0 
70 ;. 0 
51.0 
Per Cent 
T>i k ing 
wi t hout 
F.nthusiasm 
21,0 
12.0 
22.0 
27.0 
16.0 
25.0 
26.0 
Disliking 
6.0 
3.0 
8.0 
6.0 
15.0 
6.0 
3.0 
16.0 
11.0 
23.0 
Table V reveals t hat the old f amiliar classics are best l oved by 
g irls, whil e adventure stories are least appealing to t hem. This is in 
contrast to t he f indings shovm in Table IV wher-e adventure comes first 
with t h e boys . "Three Golden Apples" is t he only story •.-;hich appears in 
the top f irst three choices of both girl s and boys , the boys rating it 
thi:fld, v,rhi l.e it is t he g irls ' first choice. At t he end of both lists , 
among the three least liked by both g i r ls and boys are t wo stori es--"The 
Strawberry Goat" and "Childr en of' t he South Sea". Both the se stories are 
1 ".All by a Fleet Little Mare" is the firs t about childr<m i n other l&nds. 
,, 
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choice of the boys while the irls place this story of adventure in ninth 
ple.ce.. It illustrates t h1 t boys and. c irls do not s.lways prefer the same 
story or story type. "Chanticleer e nd the Fox" is placed i n the middle o f 
the list by both girl s and boys .• 
l . 
2 •. 
3·· 
4 · 
5· 
6 . 
7· 
B. 
9· 
10. 
T.ABLE VI 
ORDER. OF PRJ:-:FERENCE Olr THE UPPEii. Q,U.t~TILE 
I N I :t>."'TELT.,I GENCE FOR THE STORIES 
Per Cent 
Liking Liking 
Names of Stories with without 
Enthusiasm Enthusiasm 
The Nose 76 .• 0 20 .0 
T~ ree Golden Apples 72.0 18 .0 
.All by a Fleet Little Il!are 6o .o 26. 0 
Pedro's B.at 56 .• 0 34 .0 
Chi l dren of the South Sea 56. 0 18.0 
Adventures of the Woodlawna 54,0 34.0 
Chanticleer and the Fox 54 •. 0 34~0 
The Ugly Duckling 52-.0 44-0 
Tha Strawberry Goat 50 .• 0 40 .• 0 
E:A-p loring a WHd River 42. 0 46 . 0 
Disliking 
4 . 0 
10.0 
14 . 0 
10 .• 0 
26,. 0 
22~0 
22..0 
4 . 0 
10 . 0 
12.0 
This table shows that children in the upper 1uaxtile have a sense of 
humor in s electing "~he Nose" as the numher one choice, likewise their 
choice reflects their delight in suspense in the three stories liked best , 
narr.ely , "The Nose", "~nree Golden Apples" and "All by a Fleet Little Mare•~ 
Placing numbers 9 and 10 on the list show that they have outgro~~ their 
liki~ f'or animal stories in listing "The Ugly Ducklillt!" and "The straw-
27 
berry Goat" in those places . 
TABI,I::: VII 
I N Il~.J.LLIGErWE l!'OH. 'I1IE; 
.J?er Cent 
Liking Liking 
Names of Stories wi th without Disliking 
1i~nthusi a sm. Enthusie.em 
1. Adventu res of the Woodlawns 76.0 16.0 8.0 
2. The Strawberry Goat 74.0 20 .0 6.0 
3· The Nose 72.0 20 .0 B.o 
4· Tb.e Ugly Duckling 72 .• 0 20 .0 8 . 0 
5· .Hl by a Fleet Little Mare 68.0 22.0 10.0 
6 . Three Golden Apples 68.0 20 .0 12.0 
7 · Ci:lanticleer and t h e Fox: 66.0 24.0 10 .0 
8. Pedro's Hat 48.0 38.0 14.0 
9. Children of the South Sea 40.0 36.0 24 . 0 
10. E-xploring a Wild River 30.0 .32 .0 }8.0 
Table VII points out that ch.ild.ren of l ow intelli~ence like the same 
stories t hat children of high intell i gence like. "The Nose" is placed 
t hird on the above table while it is first choice on Table\~. "The 
Strawberry Goat" rate s second and "The Ugly Duckl ing" is tied for third 
place with "The Nose", shov;i:og that t heae chi l dren of l o>i intelli0 ence 
still like tmimal stories as y ounge r childr en do. 
"Explori ng a VJild Ri ver" is in tenth place on both tables showing 
that it is not a popular choice ~~ith ei t he r g roup . It iv1.11 be noticed 
tha t "Chanticleer and the Fox" was pl aced as seventh choice on both tahles l 
"Children of the South Sea" and "Explor i ng a Wi ld River" were disliked by 
more dull children t hl'm bri ght children. 
TABLE VIII 
PERCEl~TAGES OF PREFERENCE o:F 'I'OTftL POPTJLATION 
OF 200 CJ.\SFS FOR TILR.FJl: STORY 'lY?ES 
, er Cent 
'l'ypes of Stories Liking Liki ng 
with without 
1nthusiasm Enthusi asm 
1 . Cl assics 74.1 19. 5 
2 . Childr en of Other Lands 67 .7 21.2 
3. Adventure 69 . ~ 22 . 2 
Di s liking 
6 . 4 
11.1 
8 .0 
The above t able shows that the classics are preferred by the majority 
of childrer. and disl i ked by t he smallest number . Ad-venture fo l l ows second 
simil ar l y with chil "'ren of other hnds in t h ird place . 'l'he small pe:t"cent-
a;:seu of stor i es disliked f ollo'NS t hat most of the f ou:r·th grade. le-.rel 
stories i n basic reader s are enjoyed by ;,~ost chi l dren. 
l . 
2 . 
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TI~B!_,E IX 
COMPARI SON OF THE PHR1i'EHENCES OF BOYS .A~"D GIRT.JS 
:FoR THREE STORY TYPES :Flf.SF;D ON 200 C_4.SES 
Per Cent 
Liking r .... iking 
Typ es of Stories with without 
Enthusiasm Ent husiasm 
Boys Girl s Boys Girls 
Classics 71.0 76 .7 2:2 . 0 17.5 
Chi l dren of' Other Lands 64.0 71.4 26.0 16 . 3 
Adventure 78 . 0 61. 7 18. 3 26 . 0 
Disliking 
Boys Gi r l s 
?.0 5. S 
10 . 0 12 . 3 
3. 7 12. 3 
I 
II 
II 
t 
The above tabl e is read in this manner: of t he classics; t hey were 
enjoyed wi th enthusiasm by 71.0% of the boys and 76.7% of the girls . The 
classics were also liked by 22 .0% of t he boys end by 17.5% of the girls. 
' 
Tb.e cls.s sics were not enjoyed by 7.0% of the boys and by 5·8'% of the 
g irls. It f urther reveals the.t adventure is best liked a.ud least dis~ 
liked by the boys . Similarly, the classics ar e best liked and least dis-
liked by the g irls . The classics ar e the second choice of the boys , while 
children of other lands stories are t he second choice of the girls. Ad-
venture s t ories are least liked by the girls , VThile children of other 
l ands stories are l east liked by the boys . 
T.A.BLE X 
COMPARISON OF PERCl!:NTAGES OF THE UPPJ!:H .AND LOWER 
Q.UARTILES FOR THREE STORY TYPES B.A...S:E:D ON 200 CASES 
Per Cent 
Liking Liking 
Types of Stori es wi th without 
Enthusiasm Enthusiasm 
Disliking 
Lower Upuer Lower Upper I. ower tfuper 
1. Classics 69 .5 63.5 21.0 29·5 9·5 7.0 
2. Children of Other Lands 54.0 54·0 31.3 30-7 14.6 15.3 
3. Adventure ;s.o 52.0 23.4 35·4 18.6 12.6 
This tab .Le is read in t he same manner as the previous tables . The 
class ics wer e best liked by those i n both t he upper and l'orrer quartiles. 
Stories of children of other l ands wer e liked a"pro:x:i mat ely the same by 
both groups . Adventure was pl aced second by the upper quartile enc1_ thi rd 
by the lower quartile. 
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T.ART....E XI 
COM'PA"RISON OF PFRCENT.AGES o:E' PEEFf<~R"\!1-!GE OF TOT.!\L POPULATION 
0]' 200 CASES FOB T:fREE TY.P:E:E:i OF Il\Tf'J R\iATIONAL MATFF.l.AL 
Ty·-pes of 1,1ateri a l 
1. .iogre·phy 
2 . Sociel Studies 
3. Sci ence 
This table showc: thBt biography is best like d end l ~ast disliked by 
al l chi ldren, wj.tb. soci 2l st m'~.i. Bs ~ seconrl choice B.nd science third choice 
-
l . 
2 . 
T "Rl.E XII 
COl\!I tJ.ARISON" 0]' F l!RO.KN'l'AGES OF' PEKFEFIENCE OF.' BOYS ~·ITH GIRLS 
FOR 'N!REE TYPES OF INFO!?M.A.'PIONA!, HATV;PIAl, BJ!....Slm ON 200 C..t..f!EJ 
-Per Cent 
Types of Material Liking Liking 
with without Disliking 
Enthusi asm Enthusi a sm. 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boy s Girls 
Biography 64.3 71.7 22 . 7 2'? .7 13 5.6 
Social Studies 64.0 68 . 8 23.8 21. 2 12.2 10 .0 
' 
3· Science 45 -3 56. 4 31.0 23e0 23-7 20.6 1 
mhe ~.bore t E'.hJ. e CIJ .s:pleys the :f'M"t t·l} e t the b oys liked hiocr :phy a d 
~oci al studi es e Qtwlly well ~nd ii sli ked most the science stor ies . The 
girls l iked biography best and science least . 
I 
I TABLE: XIII COMP ARISON OJi' P'TRCFJlTAG:fi:S OF PHS.F'J~RE~JCE OF tJ.l?PER 
:'nTH LOW:EH QJJARTI :!:..ES IN INTE"L..LIGENC:F~ FOR THREE 
T'Y"PI!~S OF INFOi.?M"JlTI ONAL .I'JT.~TT~'RIAL BASED ON 200 CJ.B '!S 
I 
-
Per Cent 
Likin.g Liking 
rry)e of Uat erial with wlthout Disliking 
Enthusi a sm Enthusia sm 
Lower Upper Lower Upper Low or Upuer 
1. Ei og r a:9hy 56. 0 70 ·7 33-3 19 . 3 10 . 7 10 .0 
2. ~oc ial St udies 59· 5 65 . 5 24.5 24 .0 16.0 10.5 
/+8 . 7 52 . 7 ~~ ., 27.3 28 . 0 20.0 ... .t!. ;J o j 3. Science 
- -- -
The t ab ;_e a.l)OVe shows th3t 1..! iogr o;?1ly ','la s t he f' i rs t .. choice of those in 
t he u pper quartil e wh o liked l east sci ertce s ori es. Scir:mc e '';fl s l iked 
leas t hy bot h quartiles . Those i n t he l ower quartile show t h at t heir 
t a stes f or socia.l s tudies is firs t yet there are 16% who dislike them . 
Sci ence i s not a. popular choice . 
T ... 4.:m .. E nv 
PHEFEl Ji:NCES IN PER CENT FOR T.JIKING JlJ>ffi DISLI:l(I:iW:i- FOR AT,L 
'l'YPES OF ~ATERIAL Bl\S:ED OJ.~ A TOTP.L POPULATION OF 400 CP..SE;S 
Typ s of ~1at e.ri al L i k i ng Dislik 11Jg 
-
Clas f:!ice 93.6 6.4 
Adv ent'1re 92 . 0 $ .0 
Biography 90 .7 9.3 
Children of Ot her I,e.nds 88 . 9 11.1 
Social St di es 88 . 9 11.1 
Science 77.8 ~2 • .2 
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It will be noti ced in the precfldhg t able that classics ere the best 
liked st• ries and s cience t he lee.st liked . The rang e f or disliking is the 
same for liking . 
TAHLE XV 
CO:lEPP.RlSONS IN PI•;R CF:rJT OF' BOYS 1~.hD GIRLS :nn:, LI .KI.:G :REST 
.AND LEAST FOR ALL TYPES OF MA.T:P.JrtM ... BiiSED ON 400 CluSES 
Pc.r Cent 
rr"Jpes of Mat erial Li king Best I"ik i ng Least 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
Adventure 96 . 3. 537 •7 3· 7 12 .3 
Classics 93 .0 94. 2 7.0 5.8 
Children of Other Lands 90 . 0 87 .. 7 10 . 0 1:? • .3 
Biography g7.0 94. 4 13. 0 5. 6 
Social Studi es 87. 8 90 .0 12 . 2 10 . 0 
Science 76 . 3 79 · 4 23.7 20 . 6 
This t able indicates that although adventure is the first choice of 
the boys , the classics are. the girls' first choice . 'J'be choi.ce of Rtory 
ty-pe s varies 1-':i th the exception of science , since it -·:as placed l ast by 
both p· irl8 :ann hoys . 
I 
il 
I 
! 
Cm.1PARIB(~•HS I N prg c·r::-1"!:· :JTi' 'l'H Ti; UPP.f::r· fl'.:T' I~O' •!:CR r;:TJL,{'I'I U {.S 
IN INT.ELLIGENCE J1'0R LIKIJIIG BTST AND T~IKING· LF.:P..ST FOR ALL 
T"Y?ES O:F' ~L4T:CRI.AL Bi!SED Oi>r 400 CJi S.:s 
Per Cent 
Liki~ Bes t Li~ir~ Least 
--------------------·---T~o ]E! __ ~T'*"p_.iJ_e_r. _ _ _ L_o_,.T_e_r_...:.U :=p ..;.p_e.;..r __ ~ 11 
Classics 
Biog r aphy 
Social Studies 
Ad:venture 
C':l.ildren of Other Lands 
Science 72 . 0 
93. 0 
90 . 0 
eo.o 
10.7 
16.0 
18.6 
28.0 
7.0 
10 . 0 
10.5 
12.6 
15 .3 
20 .0 
'Ihe findi ngs on thi s table shoY! t b.o.t ~<1. 1 of the children. i n t b.e upper 
quartile enjoyed a ll of t he stories more than <.U d t he chEdren of the 
l0v<er q_ P.artil e . 
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CHAPTER V 
S~~y ~~ CONCLUSIONS 
~~~~~========~= 
'' 
I <T.dAPTE.R V 
SUMMARY AND COI'TCLUSIONS 
S~marz . As stat ed in Chapter I, the purpose of this study was t o 
investi gate the reading i nterest s of chHdren in the fourth grade . From 
t he results of t he investigation, it was hoped to di s cover t he following 
facts: 
1. 'Which stories , from a selection of stories found in basic 
fourth grade readers , appealed to children. 
2 . I f f ourth gr ade boys and girls had the same preference f or 
stories . 
3. If fourth grade chi ldren in t he upper and lower quart i l es 
expressed t he sa-me preferences for the same stories . 
4. Which t ype of narrative mater i el was most popular among children 
of the f ourth grade . 
5. I f the same story type appealed to both boys and g i r l s of t he 
f ourth grade . 
6. I f the upper and lower q_uartiles in i ntelligence a....11ong f ourth 
gr ade children preferred the same story type . 
7• Which t ype of informational material appealed most to children 
of the fourth gr ade . 
8 . If the same t y pe of informat i onal material appeal ed to both boys 
and girls of the fourth grade . 
9 . I f the same type of informational materi al ·-as appealing t o both 
upper and lower quartiles in i ntelligence among fourth grade 
children. 
34 
10 . ~fuich type o~ material, narrative or informational, was pre-
~erred by the whole group . 
To determine the answers .to the ~oregoing questions, ten stories of 
the narrative type, comprising the classics , s tories of children of other 
lands and adventure, were cut directly from fourth grade basic readers 
and enclo~ed in an individual folder and presented to the children. In a 
like manner , ten stories of informational material , comprisin0 biography , 
social studies stories and science stories were cut directly f rom fourth 
grade basic readers and presented to ot her children. Each child ~as 
given an opportunity to express his preference for the story by lik1~6 it 
1. with or without -enthus iasm., or by disl iking it . 
Conclusions . From the results of this investigation the following 
conclusions are drawn: 
1. Narrative stories of the classi c type , with adventure type 
stories closely following, are best l iked by fourth grade chil-
dren taking part in this experi;ment . Stories of children of 
other l ands was the last choice . 
2. Of the informational material used in this survey, biography 
rated highest ~~th over ninety per cant of the fourth grade chil-
dren liking it . Social studies ~as rated second and science 
stories was the last choice . 
3. The classics, stories of adventure , and biography are the three 
top favorite choices of all of the fourth grade children who 
voted. The remainder of the story types fell in the follovring 
order: chi l dren of other lands , social studies and science. Onl 
seventy-seven and eight tenths of the children expressed a liking 
35 
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for science s tories . 
4. Of all of the stories presented, on an individual basis , the 
narrative stories were the most popular, in this order : "Three 
Golden Apples", "The Nose", and "Adventures of the Woodlawns" . 
5. Of all of the stori es presented the choi ce i n this order for the 
boys 1nas : adventure , classics, chi l dren of other lends, social 
studies, biography , and s cience . The order for the girls was : 
biogr aphy , classics , social studies, v-ri th adventure and chi l dren 
of other lands in the same place , and science last . This shows 
that boys ' and girlst choices differ in order of prefer ence, 
al though the percentage is not g reat . 
6. Children of the upper quartile enjoyed the stories in this order 
f or t ypes : classics, biography , social studies , adventure , chil-
dren of other lands and science . Children of the lower quart i l e 
preferred them in this order: classics , biography , children o~ 
other l ands , social studies, adventure and science . 
7. T'ne types of material presented in basic fourth grade readers , i t 
appears, has its appeal to the majority of children. Science has 
the lee.st appeal , btl.t girls in the upper quarti l e enjoy 1 t most. 
Boys and girls differ in their tastes, as do those i n the upper 
and lower quartiles , although the variation is not 6 reat. 
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CHAPTR.'R VI 
Lid iTATIONS OF THE STDlJY AND P:i'tOBLB S FOH FURTF..ER R..::SEARCH 
L .UTA'l'I 3S 0]' TH'F: S'tJDY AiiJD 1)ftOFL1:~8 l'(L ., RTHE· . R:>S RCH 
fol.lo 1ng : 
1. Th numh r or pBrticip nt.s ~as limi ed r:: 1 re tricted. 
'!' e g eogr ,hie l distribu·tion of those t"'llci -:; p. r t · a ne.rro .. 
J . I .nt 111g n ;luoti uttl rrom stanCJ.ardi zed teats ,vere not ~-1· 'e.ys 
av~i labl~ for the subjects . 
4 · _he r:nU'vey ~·<ae eondu.cted under v·· rying iroum.stanc s , s ince not 
one b • many f. tn"th ?r - te chers t"ok r.art in it d:.inistr -
tion. 
?:roblen'' fo-r: •h in IIJI>i tar f els thr~ 1 the light 
of the findi s in t is study . f urther r eso ... ch could b~ con uct d long 
t e ollo, ;illG lines: 
1 . To con.uct sini lm.· inv Gti~eti n ;;1 th tt l e.r ar n b ,r of 
p rticipant • 
2 . To c -:> due < i milr:: l' investiJ; tion covering ·. · ide:r g ag raphic 
are • 
3. To conduet sir-:.il r 1nvest1gntion usin · children d h va11Rble 
i nt 1lis:o 1ce <luotients . 
I 4· To con uct imil ar 1 ·v y · ~ i ·~ . oet.y or ot (·r typt of 
I ~ t rial. 
jl 5. To conduct .-. sim.ila.r n..tney to fin r cial preferelic • 
J· 
,: 
,, 
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Chanticleer and the Fox 
Once upon a time a poor woman lived in 
a small cottage at the edge of a wood. She 
had little enough to eat, but she considered 
herself extremely well off to have a cow, a 
pig, and a few chickens. 
Among her chickens was a very handsome 
rooster named Chanticleer. His comb was as 
red as flre, and his feathers were as yellow 
as gold. For loud and long crowing he had 
no equal in all the country round. And if 
there could ever be such a creature as the 
King of Roosters, Chanticleer certainly was 
that King. 
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. On~ ni~ht as Chanticleer was perched by 
his Wife In the chicken house, he began to 
moan and mumble in his sleep. Then he be-
gan to groan as if in great distress. He 
made such a fuss that his wife woke from 
her slumber and looked at h. . 
- 1m In great ~ concer~. ~~Chanticleer! Oh, Chanticleer!" 
she Cried: ~~What is wrong with you?" 
Her Cries awakened Chanticleer and h st~rted up with a great flutteri~g of hi: 
Wings. ~~ Oh, my dear,'' he exclaimed his red 
comb stiff with terror ~~I've h d th' h .bl d ' a e most 
. orri. e ream. You simply can't imagine 
how It frightened me." 
In a quivering voice Chanticleer continued At the first streak of light, Chanticleer was 
' HI was in the yard, scratching for food, when, fully awake. He flew down from his perch 
lo! I beheld a strange beast lurking there. and strutted out to the barnyard in a royal 
ttHe looked like a dog, but his manner was manner With a flapping and fluttering of 
extremely fierce. He was yellowish-red in wings he hopped up to his accustomed perch 
color, and he had a long, plumy tail and a on the fence and crowed: 
p0inted snout. His eyes glowed. like coals -c.J 
of fire, and his dismal howls were terrible 
to hear" 
H Simpleton ! " said Mrs. Chanticleer in a 
scornful voice. tt Why make a fuss about 
a ridiculous dream! Everyone knows that 
dreams are caused by overeating and rich 
food. Really you are worse than a goose." 
Such talk hurt Chanticleer's pride, and he 
began to relate all the dreams he had ever 
heard of that had been fulfilled. He tried 
to prove to his wife that dreams had often 
foretold very important matters, but she 
would not listen to him. 
tt Not your dreams," she said. tt So quit 
fussing and sputtering and go back to sleep." 
((Yes, my dear," sa1d Chanticleer meekly, 
for he was too tired to keep on arguing. 
So they slumbered peacefully until morning. 
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H Cock-a-doodle-doo, cock-a-doodle-doo! 
Time for work and breakfast, too." 
All the hens came down from their perches, 
cackling loudly, and began to look for juicy 
insects to satisfy their appetites. The vain 
cock puffed up with pride as he saw how they 
scurried to obey him. He strutted up and 
down in the barnyard, his red comb standing 
up like a king's crown. Every time he ate 
an insect, he crowed loudly to remind the 
hens that his alert eye was upon them. 
As the rays of the sun became hotter and 
hotter, Chanticleer decided he would stop 
looking for insects and take a dust bath. 
Hastily swallowing a cricket, he went down 
to the end of the garden fence, where the 
dirt was as loose as ashes. It was cool and 
dry and especially good for wallowing. 
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While Chanticleer was wallowing in the 
dust, a creature with yellowish-red fur, a 
long, pointed snout, and a plumy tail came 
slinking through the gate. 
Now Chanticleer did not know it, but this 
was a sly old fox. He had been lurking in 
the bushes all morning, waiting for just this 
opportunity to catch Chanticleer away from 
the hens. 
((I bid you good morning, Mr. Chanticleer," 
said the wily fox, regarding the cock with 
watchful eyes. 
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Chanticleer started up in terror as he 
beheld the horrible creature of his dreams, 
but the wily fox was speaking again before 
Chanticleer had recovered from his fright. 
uNow, sir, don't be afraid of me," coaxed 
the fox in a persuading tone. HAll I want 
is an opportunity to gain your friendship. 
Why, I journeyed here this morning just 
on your account. I knew both your father 
and mother well, and I entertained them for 
dinner in my home." 
The old fox chuckled to himself as he made 
this remark, for he remembered with great 
satisfaction what had occurred at that same 
dinner Chanticleer's parents had made him 
a tasty meal, and he was sure their plump 
son would satisfy his appetite equally well. 
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((Your fatQ.er had the finest voice I ever 
heard," went on the fox. ((He used to stand 
on tiptoe, stretch out his neck, and crow with 
his eyes tight shut. I'm sure your voice 
equals your father's. I beg of you, dear 
Mr Chanticleer, please do me the favor of 
letting me hear you crow " 
Chanticleer was immensely flattered, and 
yielding to the suggestion of the crafty 
fox he rose from the dust-wallow. Then he 
' hopped up on the fence, stretched out his 
neck, shut his eyes, and began to crow 
Of course this was just the opportunity 
that the fox wanted. Before Chanticleer had 
finished crowing, the wily fox jumped into 
the air, grabbed Chanticleer by the neck, 
and slung him over his shoulder Then off 
he started toward the woods at a great rate 
of speed. 
Just then the hens spied the fleeing fox 
and began to cackle their loudest. The old 
woman / came running out of the house to 
see what all the cackling was about. 
· ((Alas! Alack!" she cried. ((The fox has 
caught Chanticleer Help! Help!" 
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Down the road ran the old woman, shriek-
ing in alarm. The farmers stopped their 
labors and came to join the chase. A cow 
and her calf, three pigs, a cat, and a black 
dog accompanied them, mooing and grunt-
ing and meowing and barking 
Wasps and other insects swarmed overhead, 
buzzing as if in anger And even the crows 
stopped eating the corn and set up a chorus 
of harsh caws. But it was useless. 
The fleet fox outran them all. Then to 
confuse his pursuers, he .ran straight into a 
flock of geese. And the frightened fowls ran 
hither and thither, hissing and squawking. 
As poor Chanticleer looked about for an 
opportunity to escape, an idea came to him. 
Peering around the fox's snout he said in a 
meek voice, ((Those silly people will never 
catch up with you at this rate. They should 
know better than to pursue a fox, for no 
creature is so fleet as you. Why don't you 
tell them to stop?'' 
The fox was quite flattered by the cock's 
praise. He acted on the suggestion at once 
and shouted at his pursuers. 
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The minute that the fox opened his mouth, 
Chanticleer fluttered his wings wildly and 
flew up on the limb of a tree and crowed: 
cc Cock-a-doodle-doo, cock-a-doodle-doo! 
I know how to flatter, too!" 
Then the fox realized he had been fooled 
by his own trick. From his pointed snout to 
the tip of his tail he was a picture of shame. 
Chanticleer went home in triumph, but he 
promised himself never again to crow with 
his eyes shut or to be fooled by sly flattery 
...-

THE STRAWBERRY GOAT 
The Wonderful Plan 
Early one morning Gritli was running along a 
mountain road. In her hands she carried a tin 
""- pail and a reed basket. 
"I knbw where they grow, grow, grow," she 
sang. "I know where the red, red strawberries 
grow I have a plan, a plan, a plan. Mother and 
I have a plan." 
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The road went through a pine forest on the 
side of a steep mountain. Gritli knew that a path 
led from this road down into a pasture at the foot 
of the mountain. Hundreds and hundreds of wild 
strawberries grew in the pasture. 
This was the wonderful plan. Gritli was going 1 
to fill her tin pail and reed basket with sweet 
juicy berries. Then she would go to the village 
in the valley and sell the berries to tourists. With 1 
the money she earned, she planned to buy a goat 
for Mother and Father. 
"Dear Mother will be happy again," Gritli 
thought as she ran along. "Since our prettiest goat 
was killed by a big rock last month, Mother has 
looked sad. Father will need another goat to give 
us enough milk to make cheese and butter for 
next winter." 
Gritli ran down the path that led into the green 
pasture. At the edge of the pasture she stood still 
a moment. There they were, the red, red straw-
berries like bright blossoms on their green stems. 
In th~ distance she could see a huge mountain. 
Its top was white with snow. J:he light from the 
rising sun had turned the snow to pink and gold. 
The next moment Gritli was picking the berries 
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that were hanging-hundreds and hundreds of 
them-on their green stems. 
Gritli' s Chalet 
Gritli lived in Switzerland,. a country in Eu-
rope. In Switzerland there are many mountains 
-mountains white with snow, and mountains 
green with trees. There are mountain valleys, too, 
and blue lakes and little towns and cities. 
On some of the high mountains there are 
~laciers. A glacier, you know, is a slowly moving 
nver of ice. The ice is made from the snow on 
the high mountains. But on the mountain where 
Gritli lived, there were no glaciers. 
Gritli lived with her father and mother on the 
side of the mountain in a little chalet, or house. 
The lower part of the chalet was made of stone. 
The upper part was made of pine wood. A wooden 
stairway on the outside of the chalet led up to a 
wooden balcony 
The wooden roof of the chalet sloped down 
over the balcony and shaded it as your hat shades 
your eyes. On top of the roof were big stones 
which kept strong winds from blowing the 
shingles off the roof. 
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On the first floor of the chalet was a big room. 
One end was used for a stable and the other end 
for a storeroom. Potatoes, beans, and cabbages 
from the vegetable garden were kept in the 
storeroom. Rye, oats, and wheat from the fields 
were kept there too. The two goats and Big Flori, 
the cow, were kept irt the stable. 
The family lived on the second floor One 
large . room was both kitchen a~d sitting. room, 
and two little bedrooms opened 1nto the kitchen. 
Each bedroom had one window with red and 
white curtains. 
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Busy Days on the Mountain 
On the mountainside where Gritli lived, the 
farmers worked hard all year In winter they cut 
down trees in the forest. They carried logs home 
for their fires. They cleared the village road after 
a heavy snowfall. They took care of their cows 
and goats. They carved small ornaments from 
wood to sell to tourists. 
In the spring the farmers were very, very busy. 
·Mter the winter snows melted, they plowed their 
fields and planted grain. Later, when the grass 
was green on the mountainsides, the farmers led 
their cows and goats up to high mountain pas-
tures. 
When the warm days came, Gritli's father led 
Flori and the goats up to the mountain pastures. 
There he stayed in a little wooden hut all summer 
The animals grew strong and fat. Father made 
cheeses and butter from their rich, creamy milk. 
When autumn came, he would drive Flori and 
the goats down to the chalet. His cart would be 
filled with cheese and butter He would keep 
some of the cheese and butter for his family, and 
the rest he would sell. 
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While Father was in the mountain p~stures, 
Gritli helped Mother She swept the chalet and 
hoed in the vegetable garden. Mter Mother had 
cut the rye, oats, and wheat, Gritli spread them 
out to dry. Mterwards she helped her mother 
carry them to the storeroom in the chalet. 
This summer Gritli was working harder than 
ever. She was picking strawberries to carry out 
the wonderful plan. Every morning after break-
fast Gritli lined her pail and reed basket with 
leaves from a grapevine near the chalet. Then 
she hurried to the pasture as she did today 
Mter she had filled her pail and basket with 
the red juicy fruit, she went to the village in the 
valley below Gritli set her basket and pail on the 
grass under a cherry tree by the roadside. 
How excited she felt as dozens and dozens of 
people passed by! Some were in automobiles, 
others rode in a motor bus, and still others 
walked. 
Eagerly Gritli watched all of them. She hoped 
that some of them. would want her berries. And 
they did! Many stopped· under the cherry tree 
and bought strawberries. Gritli sold each one a 
big handful of berries wrapped in two grapevine 
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lealdves. Before the end of the afternoon she had 
so all her strawberries. 
h Th~ up the mountain path Gritli hurried to 
s ow other the money she had earned 
th~'One, t~?' thre~, four, five," Gritli c~unted as 
out. money Jingled In a blue cup that Mother held 
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"Six, seven, eight, nine, ten," cried Mother. 
Tinkle, tmkle, the money fell into the cup. 
"Soon there will be enough money to buy the 
Strawberry Goat," cried the happy Grit1i. "How 
surprised Father will be!" 
What the Rain Brought 
For two sunny weeks Grit1i sold strawberries. 
Then one morning the clouds hung low over the 
mountain. At last rain began to fall. 
"The rain shall not keep us from buying the 
Strawberry Goat," said Gritli. So she took an old 
umbrella and went to the pasture to pick straw-
berries in the rain. Then she took the berries to 
the village and stood under the cherry tree. A "Th · 
motor bus passed by Automobiles passed by. sh the suhn Is never, never going to shine again" 
e oug t sadly "I shall , 
But no one went walking in the rain. So no one m??ey to buy t~e Strawberry ~:r~~' get enough 
bought her berries. Good day, httle maid, 'd 
For three days it rained. On the fourth day G · r I " sat someone near by 
Gritli stood again under the cherry tree. When h rtt 1 ooked aroun~ and saw an old man in 
eavy overcoat. He smtled at her a 
she looked up at the gray sky, she saw only heavy "What are y d 
1 d. S h · c- ll h d ou an your strawb · d · c ou s . . oon t e ratn 1e on the c erry tree an here in the rain;>" h k d ernes otng 
dropped down on her old umbrella. Gritli pulled "I am waiti~ fc e as e · 
her sweater closer about her, for the wind was answered Gritli ;h ~r ~~~pie to b?y them, sir," 
cold. and no one will b Y Y but ~he ratn never stops, 
8 uy my ernes." 
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The old man looked down at the berries. "I 
will buy all of them," he said. 
"All of them?" cried Grit1i. "The whole pailful 
and the basketfw, too?" 
"Every berry," laughed the old man. "You 
may carry them to the hotel. It is quite near" 
Gritli did not say one word. She picked up her 
pail and basket and trotted along by the stranger's 
side. At last they reached the hotel, and the 
stranger put some money into her hand. 
"The cook will keep these fine berries in the 
kitchen," he said. "I shall enjoy eating them very 
much. When I was a boy, I lived near this village. 
I was born in a chalet on that mountain." He 
pointed toward the mountain. It looked like a 
gray giant in the mist and rain. ''In winter I used 
to carve little houses and animals from wood, and 
in summer I sold them to the tourists. I used to 
pick wild strawberries, too. I sold them in this 
very village." 
"What did you do with the money?" Gritli 
asked, forgetting to be shy 
The old man's eyes twinkled. "My mother 
saved all the money I earned," he said. "Mter a 
number of years, I had enough money to take me 
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to a country across the sea. I have lived there ever 
since. But. this sw:nmer I have come to visit my 
old home In beautiful Switzerland." 
He was ~uiet a moment while he looked up at 
the mountain. Then he said, '-'I want you to bring-' 
me a b.asket of berries every day during straw-
berry-time. I am too old to pick strawberries 
myself, but I like them just as much as I did 
when I was a boy " 
"I will," said Gritli. "Thank you, sir" Then 
she h~~ried home, feeling very happy 
Gntli ran up the stairway and into the kitchen 
where a bright fire burned in the little stove~ 
M~t~er had supper ready and was waiting for 
Gnth. The bean soup bubbled ·merrily in a big 
kettle. On the kitchen table near two blue soup 
bowls were a loaf of cheese and a loaf of rye bread. 
"~other," cried Gritli, "an old man who is 
staying at the hotel bought all my strawberries 
today He wants me to bring him a basketful 
every day while the strawberries last. He said 
~o. Here is the money for all of them." 
Mother looked at the money "It is a great 
deal of money, Gritli!" she said. "Now we have 
enough money to buy the Strawberry Goat." 
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What a happy supper Gritli and Mother had 
that night. They could hear the rain on the roof 
and the pine tree near the balcony singing in the 
wind. As they ate, Gritli told Mother more about 
the old man who once had lived on the mountain 
in a chalet like theirs. 
. At last she was too happy to talk any more. 
She was thinking about the Strawberry Goat. 
"I know what I'll do," she thought. "I'll tie a 
bell around the neck of the Strawberry Goat, and 
every day I'll let her out of the stable. Then 
Father will hear the bell ringing when he comes 
down the mountain." 
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I 
For a moment Captam Reid hesitated, a frown 
on his forehead, and a smile strugglmg at the corners 
of his mouth. Then he realized that the shtp had 
taken on a roll that told him they were out of the 
harbor now, with the tide agamst a return. His 
wife was lookmg at him, holdmg back her happi-
ness until he should make up his mmd what to do. 
The frown deepened. He had not been obeyed. 
But the smile deepened, too. Suddenly the smile 
won. 
"She's a chip off the old block," he whispered 
• 
proudly "I was nme, too, when I ran away to 
sea!" 
(~) 
Elizabeth Coatsworth 
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ALL BY A FLEET LITTLE MARE 
THE BRITISH ARE CoMING 
Lomas Cheyney's httle colt learned two thmgs 
in the first years of her hfe. She learned that th~ 
grass over the fence was always sweeter, and she 
learned how to get over the fence. 
Thomas Cheyney hummed gaily as he rode about 
the country-side. He hummed nonsense rhymes 
for the most part, or scraps of songs, and the httle '--./ 
mare would show the world two clean pairs of heels 
• 
as .she rose over every fence and hedge. 
At first Thomas Cheyney was as gay as the mare. 
But after a time, It was easy to see, somethmg began 
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to trouble him. He hummed no longer, but rode 
qmetly about the counq:y-side, watchmg and wait-
mg The little mare seemed to know that Thomas 
Cheyney was worned, but she did not know why 
Her master could have told her It was because 
he was afraid that his lovely Pennsylvania would 
soon be the center of war For the Bntish under 
General Howe were sailmg up the Chesapeake, and 
were hopmg to march on Philadelphia, the capital 
of the thirteen colomes. 
The Bnnsh had more men than the colomsts. 
They had more horses, more nfles, more food, 
more of everythmg an army needs. No wonder 
Thomas Cheyney was worned. 
Soon he heard that George Washmgton would 
meet the Bnttsh army on the banks of the Brandy-
wme. 
"He has chosen a strong posinon," Cheyney 
said to the httle horse, as he watched the Amencans 
movmg imp the wood JUSt beyond Chadd's Ford. 
Thomas Cheyney hoped that George Washmgton 
knew that the Bnttsh did not have to cross at 
Chadd's Ford. They mtght march up the Lancaster 
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road and cross at Jeffry's Ford. It was a longer 
march, but If they did this, they could fall upon the 
rear of the Contmental army 
Thomas Cheyney could not keep his thoughts 
away from Jeffry's Ford. Every mornmg he took 
the httle mare out early He rode over the coun-
try-side, through field and pasture, always watchmg, 
watchmg 
He rode to Chadd's Ford, too, and watched the 
Amencans. He and the horse were hidden behmd 
some willows there on a mornmg m September, 
when Cheyney's sharp eyes saw somethmg move 
along the road across the Brandywme. Could It 
be the flash of a red coat? Yes, It was. Then ·....__.. 
the Bnush were gomg to cross JUSt where Washmg-
• 
ton had expected they would. 
The nder patted his horse. But suddenly his 
hand lay still. What If It were all a tnck? What 
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If only a part of the Bnnsh force were commg here, 
while the others made that longer march? 
Thomas Cheyney must know He turned the 
little mare about and was off m the directiOn of 
Jeffry's Ford, ndmg hard. 
"What If the Bntish are there?" he asked the 
little mare. 
The mare answered never a word. She only 
hurned along the dusty road. Sometimes she took 
a short cut across an open field. Up htll and down 
she went, m and out of the woods, toward a certam 
place where Thomas Cheyney knew Jeffry's Ford 
could be seen. 
OvER FENCEs AND HEDGEs 
At a turn m the road, near the ford, the mare 
felt the hand on her rems suddenly nghten. She 
stopped. Head up, she stood still while her master 
stared. 
Thousands of red-coated soldiers were at the 
ford. Some were on one side. Some were on the 
other Some were m the ford Itself The road 
on either side was filled with them. 
Suddenly the Bnnsh caught sight of Thomas 
Cheyney 
"That brown-coated man on horseback may be 
only a farmer," said a Bnnsh officer, "but he has 
seen too much. Catch him!" 
Up the road flew a dozen Bnnsh soldiers on 
swift horses. Now these horses were fresh. They 
had not been ndden hard like the httle mare. -.._. 
Their .strength had been saved for the commg 
battle. It seemed as If they might easily overtake 
the httle Amencan mare pounding ahead of them 
down the road. 
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The mare looked neither to the nght nor the 
left as she flew A bullet passed her head. She 
hfted her heels, sailed over a hedge, and went like 
a streak across the meadow 
Tired? Not a bit of It now! The shouts of 
the Bnnsh, the smgmg of the bullets, only helped 
her to go faster Her master leaned low on her 
neck. He turned her now to the nght, now to the 
left. Over one fence after another, the httle mare 
rose like a bird. 
The fences and hedges were not so easy for the 
Bnnsh. They did not know the country over 
which they were chasmg the fleet httle mare and 
her nder The Bnnsh horses could not JUmp the 
fences, or fell as they tned to do so. These were 
not hunters, tramed for jumpmg These were war 
horses. 
"Over!" urged Thomas Cheyney agam and agam 
to the httle mare. And over she went, over and 
over agau~. At last the shoutmg stopped, and no 
more bullets came their way 
Thomas Cheyney glanced back. The last Bnnsh 
soldier was pickmg himself up, was lookmg at a shoe 
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hangmg from hts horse's foot. Thomas Cheyney 
laughed. And for the first nme m months the mare 
heard htm smgmg Poor Rtchard' s words at the 
top of hts vmce to a tune of hts own. 
"For want of a nail a shoe was lost, 
For want of a shoe a horse was lost, 
For want of a horse a nder was lost, 
For want of a nder a battle was lost, 
' For want of a battle an army was lost, 
For want of an army a kmgdom was lost, 
And all for the want of a two-penny nail." 
The Bnnsh soldier, standing by his horse, shook 
his fist. He was helpless. He did not even know 
where he was. 
''Now, go '' Sqmre Cheyney begged the mare. 
"There IS an army ahead which must not be lost." 
The mare should have been tired, but she wasn't. 
Somethmg about the man's voice, perhaps, kept 
her from bemg tired. She could run for miles yet. 
And she did. She was out of the woods, over 
the last fence, and on the road agam. She ran 
like the wmd back to Chadd's Ford, where an 
Amencan army expected the Bntish army to come 
up m front of them. 
"They'll take the whole army If we don't get 
there," whispered Thomas Cheyney now and then. 
''The whole army We must tell George Washmg-
ton! Here, this way, It's a httle shorter " 
SAVING THE ARMY 
The mare was covered with mud when Cheyney 
reached the Contmental army 
"I must see General Washmgton," he said to 
the first soldier he met. 
"Impossible!" said the soldier But Thomas 
Cheyney, farmer, would not give up. 
When at last he was taken to W ashmgton, he 
said simply, "The mam body of the Bntish army 
IS on this side of the Brandywme. They crossed 
at Jeffry's Ford." 
Washmgton looked at him m surpnse. "Impos-
sible " he said. "I have JUSt had word they are all 
commg straight toward Chadd's Ford, as we ex-
pected. You must have been mistaken. Perhaps a 
few men were there, but surely not the mam body 
of the Bntish." -....__./ 
"Lpok," said Cheyney, pomtmg to his tired 
horse. "Do you think I would have ndden my 
horse so hard to tell you the news unless I was sure? 
I saw them myself this mornmg " 
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The httle mare hfted her head and watched 
the General. Washmgton loved horses. He knew 
that Cheyney spoke truly when he said that only 
great need would have made him nde so hard the 
httle mare he loved. 
"See," went on Thomas Cheyney, "It IS this 
way " He drew a rough map on the ground and 
showed where he had seen the Bntish soldiers. 
Then he added, "Put me under guard until you 
find my story true. Ask Anthony Wayne about 
me. He knows me. He will tell you my word 
can be trusted. The Bnnsh must be only five 
miles away, commg m on your rear" 
It was a bitter moment for Washington. Phila-
delphia would no doubt fall. But If there was time 
to save the army, that must be done. 
''My horse!" ordered the General. As soon as 
Washmgton was seated m his saddle, he turned to 
Thomas Cheyney "Show me the way you have 
come," he .said. 
Cheyney nodded, wondermg how much more the 
httle mare could do, but she set off gallantly at a 
word froni her master W ashmgton and his staff 
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followed. Soon they came m sight of the Bntish 
soldiers. They were JUSt where Cheyney had 
said they would be. 
''We must try to stop them,'' said W ashmgton. 
But It was too late to stop the Bnttsh. Washmg-
ton had to fall back, to save hts own men. Not 
many hours later, the Contmental army was march-
mg away from Philadelphia by the hght of the 
harvest moon. 
In another direction went Thomas Cheyney and 
his fleet httle mare. They were very ttred, but 
even the httle mare seemed to know that they had 
both played an Important part m savmg the army 
None of this would have happened had not the 
ltttle colt learned how to JUmp fences. Thomas 
Cheyney made his own nonsense song about It, and 
sang It as they rode together It went like this 
''Because of a fence a horse was saved, 
Because of a horse a battle was saved, 
F Gr lack of a battle an army was saved, 
Because of an army our country was saved, 
And all by a fleet ltttle mare." 
Catherine Cate Coblentz 
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~uf c!J(evere~ 
[A_ [}real flJrnerican 
Paul Revere of .Boston was a famous man in 
colonial times. He is best known for a hurryins 
horseback ride. The story of his ftfe shows other 
thinss he dr:d which were important1 too. 

A Workman at Many Trades 
Which kind of work done by Paul Revere would 
you like best? 
When our country still belonged to 
England, a baby boy was born to the family 
of a Boston silversmith named Revere. 
This boy grew up to be a famous man. 
The history of the United States would 
not be complete without the story of Paul 
Revere. 
Paul went to school for only a few years. 
Like many other school boys, he liked to 
amuse himself and his friends by drawing 
pictures. He whittled out wooden toys 
with his pocketknife. The knife was 
useful, too, in cutting fresh points on the 
goose-quill pens which he and his school 
friends used. 
In those days children were taught to 
work almost before they learned to play. 
As soon as Paul was old enough to work, 
he went into his father's shop to learn to 
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be a silversmith. At that time many 
objects were made by hand which are now 
made in factories. Workmen were taught 
to handle tools carefully. In the shop of 
Paul Revere's father, they hammered 
silver into beautiful dishes, shoe buckles, 
and other things. 
Paul Revere fitted well into his father's 
business. He could not only follow the 
designs made by others, but he was able 
to plan new designs. As the drawings he 
made in school had amused h1s friends, 
so his designs on silver dishes pleased 
the people of Boston. 
In Paul Revere's time, pictures for 
printing and for making books were cut 
on blocks of wood. From these blocks, or 
woodcuts, prints were made on paper. 
Paul Revere learned to make woodcuts. 
He found that he could cut engravings on 
sheets of copper and other soft metals. 
He learned to make fine copper engravings 
for printing pictures of famous men and 
for ornamenting the pages of books. 
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Paul Revere was well known for 
drawing cartoons. Through these cartoons 
he gave his own ideas about the way rulers 
mistreated the people in those times. The 
cartoons made some people angry, but 
many people of Massachusetts were 
amused by the drawings. Often the 
cartoons led people to think and helped 
them to make up their minds about what 
was right. This was exactly what Paul 
Revere had planned. 
Paul Revere did many different kinds of 
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work. He made not only fine teaspoons of 
silver, but also cannons to be used in wars. 
When the colonists united to win their 
freedom from Great Britain, Paul Revere 
learned to make gunpowder. He made 
engravings for seals to be placed upon 
important papers. The seal which Paul 
Revere designed is still used by the state 
of Massachusetts. In the days when the 
United States was a new nation, Paul 
Revere even designed paper money for 
the government. 
At one time Paul Revere owned a 
hardware shop in which he sold gold 
necklaces, teaspoons, candlesticks, bolts, 
and other objects. Many of the things sold 
in the hardware shop had been made either 
by Paul Revere or by his helpers. 
Paul Revere and his son started a 
foundry. This foundry was a factory for 
making objects from copper, iron, and other 
metals. A very famous ship belonging to 
the United States was built with bolts, 
pumps, and copper fittings which were 
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made in Paul Revere's foundry. This ship 
became known as Old Ironsides. Paul 
Revere also made copper plates for the 
boilers of a steam ferryboat that Robert 
Fulton built. 
In the foundry beautiful bells for 
churches and chapels were made. For 
years their ringing called the people of 
Boston and other towns to worship. One 
of them, the King's Chapel Bell, is still 
in use. Paul wrote his own advertisement 
for the foundry. It told how ((Paul Revere 
and Son at their Bell and Cannon 
Foundry" would make bells, cannon, sheets 
of copper, and bolts. 
In the days of Revere, if people's teeth 
fell out, they had a set of teeth made by 
someone who could carve or do other care-
ful handwork. A Boston newspaper of that 
time carried an advertisement written by 
Revere telling how well he could ((fix" 
teeth. It said that the teeth Revere made 
would be ((not only ornamental, but also of 
real Use in Speaking and Eating." 
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Paul Revere's life was that of a worker 
at many trades. His life shows that a man 
who works can serve his country and its 
people both in time of war and in time of 
peace. 
Books to Read 
Bailey, Children of the Handicrafts, pages 44-54 
Eggleston, Stories of American Life and Adventure, 
pages 142-143 
Horsford, Stories of Our Holidays, pages 75-78 
Smith, Made in America, pages 28-37 
Activities 
1. Find facts in the story to show these statements 
are true: 
a. Paul Revere did many different kinds of 
work. 
b. Paul Revere was an artist. 
c. Paul Revere was born in Boston. 
d. Paul Revere wrote advertisements. 
e. Paul Revere amused the people of Boston 
by drawing cartoons. 
f. THe people of Revere's time liked the dishes 
and teaspoons he made. 
2. List some of the articles Paul Revere made. 
3. Draw pictures of three articles made by Paul 
Revere. 
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4. What is the difference between: 
a. a cartoon and a design? 
b. to carve and to whittle? 
c. a foundry and a hardware shop? 
d. Boston and Massachusetts? 
e. an engraving and a drawing? 
f. a bolt and a boiler? 
g. an advertisement and a letter? 
h. copper and silver? 
1. ornamental and useful? 
J. :fix and make? 
k. cannons and gunpowder? 
1. use of a knife and a hammer? 
m. a school and a chapel? 
n. speaking and worshipping? 
5. If you were asked to make a summary of this 
story in one sentence, which of the following sentences 
might you use? 
a. The colonists failed to praise Revere for 
making cartoons. 
b. In his foundry Paul Revere made hardware 
for ships. 
c. Paul Revere did many different kinds of 
work. 
d. A • person can always serve his country 
either in time of peace or in time of war. 
"Turn Out, Town Born" 
In what ways did Paul Revere help the colonists in 
their work for freedom? 
In early colonial times, England made 
laws for her colonies in America. The 
king of England tried to collect taxes in 
the colonies. Many of the colonists did 
not like to pay taxes to the king. They 
held meetings and made speeches against 
the king's demands. 
The king heard about the meetings and 
sent spies over to America. The spies 
seemed to be friendly to the colonists, but 
they really were not. They reported to 
the king which of the colonists spoke 
against him. The colonists knew that they 
were being watched, and some of them 
were alarmed. Others were not afraid to 
speak tlieir thoughts. 
Paul Revere's years in school had been 
few. He could not make fine speeches in 
the meetings, but he \Vas not afraid to let 
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people know how bitter he felt about the 
way the colonists were mistreated. Every 
day people stopped at Revere's shop to 
look at the cartoons and read the rhymes he 
made about the king. 
The king sent a large number of stamps 
to America. He demanded that the 
colonists buy these stamps and place one 
on each article that was bought or sold. 
The colpnists protested against the king' s 
demands. 
There were no telegraph lines, tele-
phones, or radios in those days. It was 
often weeks before the colonists in Boston, 
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New York, Philadelphia, or Charleston 
knew what the men in other colonies were 
saying and doing. 
Paul Revere decided to help the colonists 
by becoming a messenger to carry news. 
After an important meeting in Boston, he 
rode on horseback to New York and 
Philadelphia to report the colonists' 
protests. He also brought back to Boston 
news of what was being done in the 
colonies he visited. 
When the king learned that the stamp 
tax was not successful, he decided to try a 
different way of taxing the colonists. The 
colonists liked tea and used a great deal 
of it. The king put a tax on tea. He sent 
over a shipload of tea from England to 
Boston and planned to sell it cheaply to 
the colonists. He demanded, however, that 
a tax should be paid. He did this in order 
to show the colonists that he had the right 
to tax them. The king told the captain -
of the ship not to leave Boston harbor 
until the tea was unloaded. 
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When the ship reached Boston harbor, 
the cry, HTurn Out, Town Born," was heard 
all over the city. This was to call people 
to meetings where they opposed the king' s 
demands. People crowded into the 
meeting place and listened to speeches 
about the tea ship. They were determined 
that even if the king' s tea was very cheap, 
they would not buy it. The ship should 
not be unloaded. 
For several days the ship lay in the 
harbor. In the daytime the colonists had 
spies watching to see that it was not 
unloaded. Even at night men watched the 
ship. 
The governor of Boston was an English-
man whom the king had sent to rule the 
colony. At one of the meetings the 
colonists sent men to speak to the governor 
about the tax. The men urged that the 
ship be' sent back to England. This the 
governor refused to do. 
When word came back to the meeting 
that the governor had refused, one of the 
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leading men stood up and said in a clear 
voice, HOur meeting has done all that it 
can do." As soon as he had spoken, there 
was a loud shout that sounded like an 
Indian war cry. A band of men who looked 
and sounded like Indians marched down 
the street to the wharf. At the wharf the 
war cry stopped. The Hindians" stepped 
into small boats, rowed straight to the 
ship, and emptied the tea into the harbor. 
When this was done, the ((Indians" 
disappeared. 
The tea party was over! In the quiet of -
their homes, Paul Revere and several other 
leading men of Boston took off their Indian 
clothes and washed war paint from their 
faces. 
The governor of Boston never knew who 
the ((Indians" were, and there was nothing 
he could do about the tea party. The boy 
who had'learned to make silver dishes and 
teaspoons in his father's shop had had the -
pleasure of attending the greatest tea party 
ever held. 
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Books to Read 
Baldwin, Fifty Famous People, pages 37-42 
Gordy, Our Patriots, pages 77-83 
Uhrbrock and Owens, Famous Americans, pages 
31- 37 
Activities 
1. Explain why the story has the name "Turn 
Out, Town Born." 
2. Answer these questions: 
a. What laws of England did the colonists 
oppose? 
b. How did the British spies help the king? 
c. How did Revere show that he was bitter 
about the way the colonists were treated? 
d. What did the king want the colonists to do 
with the stamps he sent to America? 
e. Why did the colonists need a messenger? 
f. Why did the king put a tax on tea? 
g. How did the governor treat the men who 
urged him to send the tea back to England? 
3. Tell the story of "The Boston Tea Party" 
4. Make a cartoon to show one of the following: 
a. angry colonists attending a meeting and 
making speeches protesting against the 
king' s demands. 
b. the governor of Boston refusing to deal 
with the colonists. 
c. Paul Revere's messenger service. 
The Rides of Revere 
Why did Paul Revere's rides make him famous? 
Listen, my children, and you shall hear 
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere, 
* * * * * * * * 
A hurry of hoofs in a village street, 
A shape in the moonlight, a bulk in the dark, 
And beneath, from the pebbles, in passing, a spark 
Struck out by a steed flying fearless and fleet: 
* * * * * * * * 
So through the night rode Paul Revere; 
And so through the night went his cry of alarm 
* * * * * * * * 
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
Stories are often told of the midnight 
ride of Paul Revere, made famous by Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow. That ride was 
only one of Revere's many important rides. 
Mter 'the Stamp Act had been changed 
and the HBoston Tea Party" was over, the -
king had new laws passed which made the 
colonists angry. Those who opposed these 
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laws held meetings to object to the way 
the king of England was trying to rule 
them. 
Paul Revere's messenger service was 
useful to the angry colonists, but it was 
dangerous and difficult. Roads in those 
days were poor and often had holes which 
caused horses and riders to fall. There 
was great danger from unfriendly Indians. 
Tories, people friendly to the British king, 
added to the perils which Revere met. 
The Tories liked to keep news of the 
meetings from reaching other colonies. 
One winter, Paul Revere carried word 
from Boston to other colonies that England 
would not allow guns and gunpowder to 
be brought into the colonies. The colonists 
knew that the British had a large amount 
of gunpowder stored in one of the old forts 
and that British soldiers were being sent to 
protect 'the stores. About four hundred 
colonists went to the fort, made prisoners 
of the commander and other soldiers, and 
hauled down the British flag. After taking 
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the gunpowder, the colonists released the 
commander and his men. 
Other troubles happened in Boston. 
British tax collectors were mistreated. 
Boys threw snowballs or oyster shells at 
them and called out unpleasant names. 
Soldiers were sent to Boston to keep order. 
These Bntish soldiers often disturbed the 
people of Boston. 
One night a group of men threw snow-
balls at the soldiers. Using their guns as 
clubs, the soldiers struck at the men. 
Someone, alarmed, rang the meeting house -
bell. Others cried, ((Turn Out, Town 
Born!" A mob gathered. A boy who had 
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been struck by a soldier cried out for help. 
The people of the angry mob began to 
punch each other and, after a while, to fight 
with determination. There was fighting 
back and forth for a time, and then the 
soldiers fired upon the mob. Four colonists 
were killed and others were wounded. 
The fight between the soldiers and the 
mob was called the ((Boston Massacre." 
This fight aroused people of all the colonies. 
From near and far help was. sent to Boston. 
Although the ((Boston Massacre" was 
really little more than a street fight, it 
was one of the things which led to a war 
between the American colonies and 
England five years later. 
After the Boston Massacre, more 
meetings were held. Paul Revere mounted 
his steed and rode off to warn the people 
of other colonies about what was done in 
Boston and to find out what was going on 
in colonies to the south. He urged all 
those who opposed the king to work 
together in fighting his demands. 
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The king, fearful of more trouble in 
Boston, sent soldiers there. British spies 
attended the meetings and learned of plans 
against the king. The colonists, too, had 
spies who learned secretly what plans were 
being made by the British. 
In April, 1775, some of the colonists 
were watching a big British warship in 
Boston harbor. On the eighteenth of April 
they reported that several small boats 
were ready to leave the warship. The 
watchers had seen that soldiers on the 
warship were going ashore. The watchers 
thought the British were ready for action 
and were going to Lexington, a town about 
fifteen miles from Boston. 
Guns and other war materials belonging 
to the colonists had been stored in 
Lexington. Two important men had 
hidden there from the British. The 
colonists feared that the British soldiers 
would make prisoners of the two men and 
also take the bulk of their hidden war 
materials. Revere went at once to warn 
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the men and the people of Lexington of 
their peril. 
To go to Lexington, Revere had to cross 
a river. Before leaving Boston, he 
arranged with a friend to give a signal 
from Old North Church. He could see 
this signal after he had crossed the river. 
In Longfellow's poem about the ride, the 
signals are explained in this way: If the 
British were going by land, the friend was 
to hang one lantern in the church tower. 
If they went by sea, two lanterns were to 
be hung there. 
Paul Revere's story of the ride explains 
the lanterns differently. It tells that he 
knew how the British were going even 
before the lanterns were placed in the 
church tower. He arranged that the 
lanterns should be used for a signal and 
warning to other men. If Paul Revere 
should he captured in crossing the river, 
these other men would know by the 
lanterns that they needed to arouse the 
people. 
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Two friends rowed Revere across the 
river to Charlestown. They rowed silently 
because they had to pass close to the 
British warship. They did not want the 
clang of metal oarlocks or the sound of 
the oars to be heard by the enemy. 
The April night was fine and clear. As 
soon as Revere crossed the river, he 
mounted a horse and set out upon his ride. 
On the toad he was stopped by two Bntish 
soldiers. When the horse of one soldier -
stuck in the mud, Revere got away, 
changed to a different road, and went on. 
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Revere stopped and aroused the captain 
of the Minutemen, a group of colonists 
who were ready to fight upon a minute's 
notice. Mterwards Revere rode on to 
Lexington, reaching that town in time to 
warn the people that the British soldiers 
were coming. 
When the rider reached the house at 
which the two important men were sleep-
ing, he was warned not to make a noise. 
((Noise!" he cried. ((There'll be noise 
enough before long!" 
Mter delivering his message, he and 
two companions started back. They were 
met by British soldiers going to Lexington, 
and Revere was captured. Later when 
these British soldiers were fired upon, they 
scattered and Revere was able to go back 
to his friends in Lexington. 
Paul Revere took part in many exciting 
adventur'es in the beginning of the nation. 
He probably never expected that the ride 
he took on the ((eighteenth of April in 
seventy-five" would ever be well known, 
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but his ride has become one of the famous 
rides of history. As Longfellow says: 
"Through all our history, to the last 
In the hour of darkness and peril and need, 
The people will waken and listen to hear 
The hurrying hoof beats of that steed 
And the midnight message of Paul Revere." 
Books and Poems to Read 
Allen, "Peggy Feeds the Minutemen" in The 
Elephant's Friend and Other Stories 
Logie, Markers of Great Events, pages 72-76 
Longfellow, "Paul Revere's Ride" in Voices of 
Verse, Book Three 
Scales, Boys of the Ages, pages 187-210 
Activities 
1. From the parts of Longfellow's poem used in the 
story, list the words that make you think of a man 
riding fast on horseback. 
2. Explain what the following were: (a) the 
Boston Massacre; (b) "the eighteenth of April in 
seventy-five"; (c) the signals from the Old North 
Church; (d) the Minutemen, e) Tories. 
3. Tell the story of Paul Revere's famous ride from 
Charlestown to warn the men in Lexington. 
4. Why did Revere take many other important 
horseback rides? 
5. What were the perils in Revere's rides? 
--
THE RIDES OF REVERE 
Summary Activity 
Answer the riddles. 
Riddle 1 
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He ruled the English and the colonists. He sent 
spies to America. He wanted to sell tea cheaply and 
demanded a tax. Who was he? 
Riddle 2 
They were two important men. They had hidden 
from the British in Lexington. The colonists feared 
the British would capture the men. A messenger was 
sent to warn them. Who was he? 
Riddle 3 
They were sent to Boston to keep order. They 
often disturbed the people of Boston. A group of men 
threw snowballs at them. They fired upon the mob. 
Who were they? 
Riddle 4 
It was a fight between the soldiers and the mob. 
It was a street fight. It aroused the people of all the 
colonies. It led to a war between England and the 
colonies. What was it called? 
Riddle 5 
It is used as a title for one of the stories in the unit. 
It is a cry that called the people to meetings. Tell 
what it is. 
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Riddle 6 
They were friends of the British king. They added 
to the perils which Revere met on his horseback rides. 
They liked to keep news of the meetings from reach-
ing other colonies. What were they called? 
Riddle 7 
They are often found in newspapers. They are a 
kind of picture. Paul Revere used them to arouse 
the colonists. They showed that the demands of the 
king were unjust. Sometimes they amused people; 
sometimes they made them angry., What are they? 
Riddle 8 
It is a place where cannon, copper plates, and bolts ~; 
are made. It is something like a factory Paul 
Revere owned one and wrote an advertisement for it. 
What is it? 
Riddle 9 
It was "a hurry of hoofs in the village street." It 
was a way in which Paul Revere carried messages and 
gave warnings. It helped to make Revere a famous 
man. Longfellow wrote a poem about it. What was 
it? 

MAGIC 
Oh, a bottle of ink, a bottle of ink! 
What's bottled up in a bottle of ink? 
Princes and ponies and pirates and bees, 
Pixies and brownies and magical keys, 
Lions and tigers and ladies and knights, 
Colorful peeps at most marvelous stghts, 
Witches and giants and fairies and fays, 
Heroes who lived in the far-away days 
More wonderful things than you ever could 
think 
All bottled up in a bottle of ink! 
SoME BooKs TO READ 
The author of "Magic" is Blanche Jennings Thomp-
son. Two fine collections of poems made by Miss 
Thompson are Silver Pennies and More Silver Pennies. 
Perhaps you have seen these. 
AN INK STORY 
Aunt Josephine had been writing letters on the 
porch. She came in and went to Mother's desk 
to fill her fountain pen. 
"When I was in Boston last week," she said, "I 
visited an ink factory" 
"When I was fishing last summer," said Daddy, 
"I caught an ink factory " 
Dad is always jo~ing. So John and Peter and 
I all shouted, "0 Daddy, you dzdn't!" 
Aunt Josephine was surprised, too. She said, 
"Did you really? Tell us about it.',' 
"Tell us about the ink factory first," said Dad. 
"I never visited one. Probably the children know 
more about how ink is made than I do.'' 
- - -------
"Go ahead, Auntie," John and Peter aud I 
said all together 
We really wanted to hear Dad's story, because 
his stones are so often funny ones. But Aunt 
Josephine was company and we wanted to be 
polite. Anyhow, we like her 
"Well," said Aunt Josephine, "while I was in 
Boston, I read some letters that my great-grand-
mother wrote when she was a young girl. They 
, were very interesting and they were easy to read, 
too, for they were written in a beautiful, fine, 
clear handwriting. There were no blots or 
rubbed-out places. They were the neatest 
lookmg letters I ever saw 
"One of the letters, though, was 'hard to read. 
The Ink was much paler than in the others. In 
it great-grandmother said that she had not been 
able to get any ink powder She had made ink by 
soaking some swamp-maple bark in water, boiling 
the water, and adding something called copperas. 
It wa's this ink that had faded. 
"In those days, it seems, people made all the 
...: ink they used. When children went to school, 
each child had to take his own ink and ink bottle 
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from home. My great-grandmother's ink bottle 
was made out of part of a cow's horn. We still 
have it at home. We have a box, too, in which she 
kept sand to shake on a page of writing to dry the 
ink. People used to use sand in this way before 
they had blotting paper 
''Reading those old letters started me thinking 
about ink. So one day I went to visit an ink 
factory 
"A very pleasant man a Mr Hicks took me 
over the factory He told me a great deal about 
ink. 
"On the top floor of the factory there are big 
tanks. Here the ink is mixed. When the ink is 
ready, it goes through pipes to very large vats on 
a floor below These vats together hold sixty. 
thousand gallons. 
"The ink is kept in the vats for a while. This 
gives any bits of waste matter In it time to settle 
to the bottom of the vats. Then the ink is allowed 
to run on. It runs through other pipes to the fill-
ing machines. 
"The bottles are filled, corked, and labeled by 
machines. It is fun to see a very busy machine 
reach up, take down labels, put glue on these, and 
then stick them on bottles. 
"After this, the bottles are ready for packing In 
boxes. The boxes are sent all over the world. 
They go to France and China, to Holland and the 
Fiji Islands, and to all the countries in between." 
"Does the ink really go to the FiJi Islands?" 
asked Peter 
"Yes," said Aunt Josephine. "Mr Hicks told 
me they had some large orders for blue ink from 
one of the Fiji Islands. They found out, though, 
that the people on the island were not writing 
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letters with the Ink. They were using it to dye 
their straw hats." 
"I should think they would have liked some red 
Ink too," I said. 
,;Did the people at the factory make the ink the 
way your great-grandmother made it?" asked 
John. . 
"They make some of their ink in a way quite 
like that," said Aunt Josephine, "but they don't 
use maple bark. They use Iogwood chips. These 
are much better than maple bark. Logwood 
comes from Central America and the West Indies. 
People who want ink in large qua~titi.es and do 
not need a very lasung ink buy this kind. The 
ink you use in school is Iogwood ink. 
"The factory I visited makes several hundred 
different kinds of ink and makes them in many 
different ways. Of course they didn't tell me how 
they made all the different kinds. . 
• "The ink that lasts the longest without fading 
IS made from nut galls. The galls are found on 
oak and willow trees. A gall fly makes a little hole 
in the twig of a tree and lays eggs there. This 
seems to hurt the tree and a lump grows over the 
spot where the eggs have been la1d. These lumps 
are nut galls. You can find them in the woods 
if you look for them. 
"The ink is made in some such way as this The 
galls are cut from the tree before the young 
. insect comes out. They are crushed and then 
-..J 
soaked 1n water for two or three days. The 
water is all strained off and something called 
copperas is added to it. My great-grandmother 
used copperas, too, you remember 
"This mixture makes ink. A little glue is put 
in so that the ink will not be too thin and a little 
carbolic acid is added, too. Carbolic acid kills 
germs. It keeps the ink from getting moldy 
"This kind of ink has been made for hundreds 
of years. It was being used when Columbus dis-
covered America. Wnting that was done with 
gall mk before Columbus sailed is still clear and 
easy to read. So you see what good ink 1t is." 
"Could we make some ink?" I asked. 
"It would probably be cheaper to buy it," sa1d 
Aunt Josephine. "But you could make it. You 
would need a pound of nut galls to a gallon of 
water There are directions for making ink m 
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your encyclopedia under the word Ink. They tell 
how much of each thing to put in and what to do. 
"Secret inks are interesting," she went on. 
"They are the kind that do not show on paper un-
til they have been heated or treated in some other 
special way Spies sometimes use secret Inks in 
war time so that their messages cannot be read by 
the enemy If you want to see how such inks 
work, write on a paper with lemon JUice, let the 
JUice dry, and then heat the paper You can't see 
the letters till they have been heated." 
''I'd like to try that," said Peter 
'Was gall ink the only kind people used very 
long ago?" I asked. 
"No, India ink is another old kind," said Aunt 
Josephine, "probably older than gall ink. It is 
made from lamp black a kind of soot mixed 
with glue and water It lasts very well. Artists 
use it to make black and white drawings. Work 
don~ In India Ink will not run if water is dropped 
on It. It IS sometimes called China ink. The 
Chinese and Japanese u·se it." 
"I've seen it in the Chinese laundry," said John. 
"They use it with a brush not With a pen." 
"Yes, so do the Japanese," said Aunt Josephine. 
Then she turned to Daddy "What was the story 
you were going to tell us?" she asked. 
"Oh, yes," said I, "how about that ink factory 
you caught, Dad?" 
'Well," said Dad, "I dzd catch an ink factory 
...... Last summer when I was in Italy, I went fishmg. 
We caught one fish that seemed to have dark 
water all around him. When we got him into the 
boat, we found that we had a cuttle-fish. He is a 
queer-looking creaure with ten arms or legs 
growing out around his head. He walks on these 
on the bottom of the sea with his head down. 
He's a little hard to describe because he doesn't 
look like anything else. But you can find a pic-
ture of him in the encyclopedia. 
"The cuttle-fish has a bag in his body filled 
with a dark brown fluid. He squirts this out to 
make the water dark around him so that his 
enemies can't see him. It is his way of taking care 
of himself in times of danger 
''This ink bag can be taken out and the ink 
dried. It then forms a powder This powder IS 
used in coloring a brown paint that artists use. 
The paint is called septa. The powder can also 
be used to make ink. The ink powder that your 
great-grandmother used, Josephine, must have 
come from a cuttle-fish. And that," said Dad, "is 
my story" 
,"It's a good story," said John. "Now I have 
two things to look up in the encyclopedia how 
to make ink and how a cuttle-fish looks." 
'I wonder If Mother has any lemons," said 
Peter "I want to write a secret letter " 
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"Then you'll be writing a letter with lemon 
aid," said Dad. 
It took us a minute to see the joke. Then we 
all said, "Oh, yes -a-z-d!" at the same time. 
We had a good deal of fun with the secret let-
ters. My teacher let the children at school wnte 
some with lemon juice. We couldn't read what 
they said till we had ironed the papers with a 
warm flatiron. If we can find some oak galls, we 
are going to make real ink. 
SoME BooKs TO READ 
This story was written by Jean Ayer If you would 
like to read more about ink, you will find a good deal 
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in any encyclopedia that tells about common things. You 
will find directions for making ink in the one called The 
World Book. A book that tells about the making of ink, 
pencils, paper and other things that we use every day is 
Modern Aladdins and Their Magic, by Charles E. Rush 
and Amy Winslow Two books that tell about the days 
when ink, and candles, and soap, and other useful things 
were made at home are Boys and Girls of Colonial Days, 
by Carolyn Sherwin Bailey, and Stories of Pioneer Life, 
by Florence Bass. 
WHICH Is RIGHT? 
Write on a paper the numbers from 1 to 5· Read the 
questions and answers and write on your paper, after the 
number of each question, the correct answer for that 
question. 
1 Where did people make ink long ago? I 
In stores. At home. -t 
In factories. At school. 
2. Where is ink made today? 
At home. 
At school. 
In factories. 
In stores. 
~· From what is the ink that lasts longest made? 
Logwood chips. Nut galls. 
Swamp-maple bark. Ink powder 
4· What is "secret ink"? 
Ink made by a secret process. 
e and Gardens in the Desert 
II. Making Farms and Gardens 
in the Desert 
New Settlers in the Valley 
It was five o'clock on a hot summer after-
noon m the year 1902. Tom Martm and 
his father and mother sat m a dusty railroad 
tram looking out at the strange desert land, 
called Impenal Valley Tom was restless; 
his httle sister Susan was asleep on an empty 
red plush seat. 
The conductor called out, "We'll be in 
New City m twenty mmutes." 
Tom JUmped up eagerly and woke Susan. 
With a puzzled look, she sat up, rubbed her 
eyes, and looked out of the wmdow She 
saw only the empty gray desert. There were 
no houses, no grass, no trees. Susan was hot 
and duty and bred. "I want to go back 
home," she cried. 
"I don't," said Tom who was fourteen. 
"I am glad we are movmg to the West." 
But Tom wondered how his father could 
farm In this hot, dry land. All day they had 
seen nothmg growmg but cactus·plants. 
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Then suddenly Tom exclaimed, "Look! 
There is a row of small trees! And another! 
And another!" 
"And there are the irrigation ditches running 
between them," said his father 
Susan and her mother looked, too. Along 
the irrigation ditches they saw a few houses. 
They saw green fields of alfalfa and gardens u 
with flowers and vegetables. Wherever the 
ditches watered the fields, the plants grew 
wonderfully The Martin family felt more 
hopeful when they saw that. 
Soon the train stopped and they found 
themselves standing m front of the stahon. 
Before they could decide what to do, a man 
stepped up to Mr Martin. "Welcome, 
stranger," he said. "My name IS Douglas, 
Jim Douglas." 
Tom turned to look at him. He was very 
tall, and his boots, laced up to his knees, 
made him look taller The bottoms of his 
brown trousers were stuffed into the tops of his 
boots. He wore a tan shirt and a high, wide 
dusty hat. His face was brown from the sun. 
He looked very fnendly when he smiled. 
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"My name is Martin, Ben Martm," said 
Tom's father "This is my wtfe and these are 
my children, Tom and Susan. Can you tell 
us where we may stay overnight?" 
"Yes," said Jim Douglas, "Come along 
with me." Then he called to a man with 
dark, brown skm who was standing beside 
a little donkey, "Carry these bags and bundles 
to the boardmg house." 
"Is he a real Indian?" whispered Tom. 
"Yes, he is a Yuma Indian," answered 
Mr Douglas. "There are many Indmns in 
this valley " 
Early the next mornmg when Tom was out 
explormg he met the tall stranger 
"Hello, Tom," said Mr Douglas. "How 
do you like your new home?" 
"I don't know, Mr Douglas," Tom answered. 
·"I haven't seen much of It yet." 
"What are you going to do here; are you 
going to farm?" asked Mr Douglas. 
"I am gomg to help my father farm," re-
plied Tom. "He says that it will be different 
from farmmg back east. What kinds of 
crops grow in this hot dry country?" 
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"Everything grows here, now that we have 
water from the irngation ditches," replied 
Mr Douglas. "You will find beans, corn, 
lettuce, and all kinds of citrus fruits in the 
valley Plants grow fast here. We have 
to cut the alfalfa five times a year " 
"Are you a farmer, too?" Tom asked. 
"No, I am an engmeer," said Mr Douglas. 
"Oh that IS what I want to be," exclaimed 
' Tom. "I am going to save my money so I 
can go to school and learn engmeermg." 
''Good!" sa1d Mr Douglas. "But you can 
learn a great deal about engmeermg right 
here without going to school." 
"How?" asked Tom. 
"Do you see these irngation ditches?" asked 
the engineer "The water in these ditches 
comes from the Colorado River Engmeers 
had to find a way to brmg the water here. We 
need more water It will be a big JOb to get 
It, and we will be workmg on It for many more 
years. Let's sit down here where we can talk 
awhile. I want to tell you the story of the v 
Colorado RIVer, the Salton Sea and the Im-
penal Valley " 
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The Story of the Salton Sea 
Mr Douglas took a stick and scratched a 
map on the ground. It looked like this: 
"Thousands of years ago the Gulf of Cali-
fornia reached 100 miles farther northwest 
than It does now," he began. "But the great 
Colorado River divided this gulf into two 
parts." 
"How could a river divide a gulf?" asked 
Tom. 
"That was easy for the wild Colorado. Its 
strong current cut mountains in two and wore 
gorges a mile deep. As the water wore away 
the earth, the river gathered up dirt and sand 
and rock and carried them along with it. 
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"For thousands of years, the river was carry~ 
ing this sand and dirt and rock into the gulf 
and dropping It there. Slowly It built a bar, 
or ridge, that grew wider and longer, year 
by year In time, the ridge got to be ten miles 
wide and about thirty miles long, and reached 
from one shore of the gulf to the other It 
was almost like a dam." 
"So that IS how It cut the gulf m two?" 
said Tom. 
"Yes," answered Mr Douglas. "That bar 
divided the gulf Into two parts. One part be-
came a salt water lake; the other part contmued 
to be the gulf leading to the Pacific Ocean. 
"And there is another interesting thmg about 
it. As the river built up the ridge that di-
vided the gulf, It was, of course, raised higher 
and higher. Some of the rocks and dirt 
carried down from the mountains dropped 
on the bottom of the river; some dropped 
along the sides. Little by little the bottom of 
the river got higher and higher. At last It 
was much higher than the bottom of the lake 
that the river had made. The Colorado was 
flowing along on top of the ridge it had built." 
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"How big was the lake that the river made?" 
asked Tom. 
"The lake was as large as the Great Salt 
Lake in Utah. It was larger than the state 
of Rhode Island and almost as large as Dela-
ware. The new lake was really a small sea. 
In fact, it IS called the Salton Sea." 
"Where is it?" Tom inquired qmckly. 
"You are sitting in It," said the engineer 
laughmg. 
"But where did the water go?" Tom asked 
m surpnse. 
"It dned up. After the river had built 
the ridge, the water flowed mto the gulf but 
not mto the Salton Sea. As there was hardly 
ever any rain here, no water went mto the 
Salton Sea. Little by little, It was dned up 
by the hot sun and wind. 
"The Sea bottom became one of the hottest, 
dnest, most useless deserts in the world. We 
call that dned up sea the Salton Smk." 
"When did all that happen?" asked Tom. 
"-' "Geologists say that it happened thousands 
of years before any white man saw the Colo-
rado," Mr. Douglas explained. 
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river poured fresh water mto the Smk. It 
brought millions of tons of nch dirt too 
' ' and spread it over the bottom of the lake. 
Then slowly It built up another dam that 
stopped the water from pourmg mto the lake. 
Many times the nver has flooded the Sink 
and many bmes it has shut Itself out by build-
(.; '""' mg a dam. Each bme It flooded the Smk 
It made the land ncher 
"When the water dned up the last time, It 
left one of the richest valleys on earth. We 
call It Impenal Valley It IS somethmg like 
the nch valley m Egypt whiCh the Nile River 
makes." 
"There IS another interestmg part of the "What are the engmeers domg here now?" 
story," he went on. "Four or five hundred asked Tom. 
years after the new lake dried up, a big flood "We are buildmg Irngahon canals and 
came down the nver It broke through the ditches to brmg water from the Colorado River 
bar that the nver had built and poured down to the nch soil in the Salton Smk," replied 
mto the Salton Smk. It could do this easily, Mr Douglas." 
you see, because the bottom of the river was "That must be a big JOb," said Tom. 
k "Y t " d M higher•than the bottom of the Sm . " es, I Is, answere r Douglas, "but 
"What happened then?" asked Tom. 0 '"" not so hard as It might seem. As I told you, 
"The Salton Sink became a fresh water the bottom of the river IS higher than the land 
lake. For hundreds of years after that, the in the valley Water runs down hill, you 
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know So it is rather easy to bring the wa~er 
by canals and ditches down to the farms. 
"If we were irrigatmg along the Mississippi 
River, we should have to pump the water 
up from the river Most of the lands there 
are higher than the water m the river. Water 
doesn't run uphill unless it IS forced to do it." Work for the Engineers 
"Will you show me how you build the 0 ,:. . Two years later the Martins were hvmg 
ditches some time?'' asked Tom. m their own adobe-brick house. The house 
"Yes and I will show you the canal gates was built along three sides of a court or yard. 
we have built to keep the Colorado from over- In the court Tom's mother had planted a 
flowmg our land during floods," Mr. Douglas fine flower garden. There were roses and 
promised. lihes and orange blossoms. 
Just then Tom's father called him. He On the farm there were fields of alfalfa 
ran quickly to the boardmg house. "Mr. and acres of bernes and melons and frmt 
Douglas has told me all about the Imperial trees that Tom had helped his father plant. 
Valley and Salton Sink," Tom explained. "He The first year had been full of hard work. 
says the Irrigation ditches are changmg this A house had to be built, the land plowed, 
desert into one of the greatest gardens m and crops planted, weeded, watered, and har-
the world." vested. Tools and many household thmgs 
"I am glad you talked to him," said his had been hard to get. Neighbors had been 
father • "Mr. Douglas IS one of the best few and far apart. 
engineers here." llv - The second year was better Settlers kept 
Tom felt very proud of h1s new friend and coming m until there were 10,000 people in 
neighbor. the valley. By that time the engineers had 
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built 800 miles of irrigation ditches. There not enough water flows in them," said Mr. 
was even a new school where Susan went. Martm. 
There was no high school for Tom, but he "That IS because the mam canal does not 
was so busy workmg that he did not thmk brmg enough water to them. It IS almost 
much about school. stopped up, too," sti.Id Mr Douglas, "We 
In the middle of the second summer real cannot dredge out the dirt as fast as the river 
trouble came to the settlers. Water was not brings It m. But the engineers are domg 
flowing freely enough through the Irngatwn 'a v so~ethmg else that will help. 
ditches. The alfalfa, the vegetables, and the "We have almost fimshed cuttmg a new 
young fruit trees began to wilt and die. They and larger canal from the river so the water 
needed more water than they were gettmg. can flow faster When It IS done, the dirt 
Tom was now sixteen years old and strong will not fill the ditches. 
enough to do a man's work. As he was cleamng "We have to be careful about cuttmg ne~ 
the Irrigation ditches one day, James Douglas canals, though. The Colorado IS a terrible 
rode up and asked, "How IS the engmeermg river It IS hard to get out all the water that 
course, Tom?" we need and yet keep the rest of the nver 
"I haven't bme for engmeermg," Tom said. back. If a great flood came down the nver, 
"I am too busy keepmg our ditches clear" it might break through the canal gates and 
Just then Tom's father appeared. "Come walls and rum our farms." 
In and have dmner with us, Mr Douglas," Tom still felt uneasy as Mr Douglas 
he said. rode away How could he ever become an 
"Thanks, I will," said James Douglas. engmeer If the crops died and there was no 
At dmner they talked about the trouble t21 v money to send him to school? He wanted to 
with the irrigation ditches. be an engineer more than anythmg else in 
"Even when the little ditches are cleaned, the world. 
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Danger from the River Floods 
The next wmter brought a greater danger 
to the people of the valley A flood came 
tearmg down the Colorado and beat against 
the gates and walls . of the new canal. Men 
said there was danger that the nver might 
break through the canal walls. If It did, It 
\.£_:_, would pour Its waters out over the valley and 
change the Salton Sink into a fresh water lake. 
The very first thmg Tom did each morn- Day after day, the flood pushed against 
ing after that was to look at the irrigation the canal gates and walls but they did not 
ditches. For several days he saw no differ- break. Then spring came and the snow in 
ence, unless it was that the ditches seemed the mountains began to melt. A bigger flood 
drier and the plants wilted worse than ever. came poundmg against the walls of earth 
Tom was discouraged. He wondered If the and stone that kept the nver out of the valleys. 
plan for the new canal had failed. The whole valley was in danger. 
Then one morning he discovered something One mght Tom's father came home and 
that made him shout. "The ditches are be- told his family that the canal gates which 
gmning to fill!" he called. All the family held the river back were weakenmg and the 
rushed out to look. Sure enough, more water engmeers had given warning of very great 
was flowing and it was flowmg faster danger 
Each day after that there was a little more "What shall we do?" asked Tom's mother. 
water until finally the ditches were full again. +L}y "We have our home and a beautiful farm 
Tom's hopes rose high once more. Perhaps here. Will the river take everythmg away 
after all, he would get to be an engineer. from us?" 
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"The engineers tell me that for twenty-
seven years there have not been two floods 
so close together," said Tom's father "Let's 
hope that the canal walls will hold the river 
back through this second flood." 
The next day two men on horseback came 
riding swiftly through New City 
"The flood IS growmg worse!" they shouted. 
"There IS a break In the canal wall and It 
is growmg wider very fast. The engmeers 
need help." 
The men galloped on to warn other farmers. 
"I must go at once," said Tom's father 
''Let me go, too," said Tom. "I am strong 
d ' k" enough to o a man s wor . 
"You are very young, Tom, but come along. 
I beheve James Douglas will take you." 
Qmckly Mrs. Martm packed some clothes 
m a bundle and put some food mto a bag. 
Tom and his father took them and hurried 
off. They JOmed other men and galloped 
away .toward the river 
Soon they reached the danger spot. The~c 
river was pourmg through a large hole that 
It had made m the canal wall. Men working 
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like ants, were running up to the canal wall 
with loads on their backs. They were carry-
ing sand bags and rocks and brush and logs 
and throwmg them across the canal to build 
a dam. 
Tom JOmed the lme and carried load after 
load of brush. Everyone was working hard. 
No one had hme to talk. Tom was so busy 
he forgot to eat his lunch. Hour after hour 
he worked until It was almost dark. He was 
tired but he would not stop. Much work was 
yet to be done. Just as he was ready to pick 
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up another bag of sand someone called, 
"Hello, Tom!" He looked aropnd and there 
stood James Douglas. 
"So you're an engineer now, are you, Tom?" 
Douglas as~ed pleasantly "How long have 
you been workmg?" 
"All day," answered Tom proudly 
"Good," said James Douglas. "You have ~'-"' 
done enough for one day You know engineers 
must take orders. Go to that shack over 
there and eat some supper. Then find a 
bunk and go to sleep. There are weeks of 
hard work ahead of us." 
All day and night for weeks and weeks 
men were workmg on the dam. Finally it 
was finished and the workers were ·very proud 
of It. Now they could go back to their farms 
and feel safe from floods. 
But just as Tom and his father were ready 
to go home there came a sudden alarm. A 
third flood came tearmg down the nver, wilder 
than ever The red-brown water of the Colo-
rado overflowed the banks of the main canal ~ 
and carried away the dam. The whole nver 
began to pour out into the valley Every~ 
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one was frightened. Something had to be 
done at once. 
"What are .we going to do now?" Tom 
asked James Douglas. · · r· 
"That dam wasn't big enough and strong 
enough to hold the river back," he said. "We 
need more money, stronger materials and more 
men to build the right sort of dam. We are 
going to ask the railroad company to help 
us." 
A telegram was sent to the railroad com-
pany and it agreed to help. It brought thou-
sands of workmen from Mexico and from In-
dian villages. It sent freight trains loaded 
with huge rocks and logs and machinery. 
Steam shovels and pile drivers were unloaded 
and the work began. 
First the engineers laid mattresses of heavy 
wire and brush on the bottom of the opening in
1 the wall so the rocks would not sink into th~ 1 • 
soft mud. Then they set great logs, or piles, 
on end and drove them into the ground to 
make a wall. Against this wall they piled 
huge stones and filled the holes between the 
stones with sand bags. 
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"This dam IS surely strong enough," said 
Tom. But It wasn't; the river was too strong 
for It. Another flood came rushmg down 
the nver brmgmg great trees from the moun-
tams with It. The wild water dashed them 
agamst the dam until It broke. 
The river came rushing into the valley faster 
than ever Qmckly It cut a gap a mile wide 
m Its banks. The water covered up part 
of the railroad tracks and drove people out 
of their homes. It made the streets look like 
nvers. It swept over farms and washed away 
or drowned the growing crops. 
The Martin family was frightened. 
Luckily the water did not cover the whole 
valley and flood all the farms. It stopped be-
fore It reached the Martin farm. But It caused 
another danger there. Mr Martin explained 
the danger to his family 
"The flood has washed away some of the 
wooden flumes, or troughs, that brmg the Ir-
ngation water to our land," he smd. "If 
it tears down all the canals and flumes we 
will not be able to get water to drmk or to 
use on our crops." 
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"If all the canals and ditches are destroyed, 
we must leave the valley and start a home 
all over again," ·said Tom's mother "Can 
no one conquer th,is wild river?" 
That was a question that only the engmeers 
could answer 
Saving the Valley 
The engineers did not give up the fight to 
save the valley. 
"The Colorado is the fiercest river in the 
world," they said, "but we shall conquer it. 
We shall build a larger, stronger dam of rocks. 
At the place where we want to make the dam 
we shall build a trestle for a railroad track. 
On this railroad trestle we can haul many 
carloads of sand and rock and gravel. From 
the trestle we can dump them into the stream 
faster than it can carry them away " 
Thousands ofmenJomed the workers, among 
them Tom and his father Hundreds of 
Indians andMexicans came and made a camp 
near the dam. From all over the United 
States other workers came to battle with the 
Colorado River. 
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Then the months and months of work began. 
Trams and boats brought thousands of long 
logs. Pile drivers drove the logs, or piles, 
into the river bed to build a trestle. On top 
of the trestle men laid heavy wooden beams. 
Across the beams they laid railroad ties and 
spiked the steel rails to them. Steam shovels 
~""" gathered up sand and gravel. Horses and 
mules pulled hundreds of wagon loads of 
rocks to the dam. The river swallowed It all 
quickly Still more rock was needed. 
"Now I shall give you a real engmeer's 
JOb," said James Douglas to Tom. "We 
need thousands and thousands of tons of 
rock. I am sendmg men across the moun-
tams to the quarnes of Arizona for It. I 
want you to go with them. Get ready at 
once." 
Tom hurried to tell his father the news. 
Then he rushed home, packed some clothes, 
and said good-bye to his mother In a short 
time he returned and JOmed other men at 
the railroad station. All of them got aboard 
a waiting train of flat cars. Soon It was on 
Its way across the mountain p8.SS. 
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When the tram reached the rock quarry, 
the hard work began at once. With dyna-
mite, men blasted great pieces of rock out of 
the sides of the mountam. Other men, Wlth 
loading machmes, piled the huge stones on 
the flat cars. 
When all the cars were filled, the tram sped 
back to the dam. Out on the trestle it stopped 
and there men dumped the stones mto the 
roarmg nver 
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For many days Tom worked at the quarry 
Thousands of car loads of stone were blasted 
out, hauled to the river, and dumped into 
it to make a dam. Day and mght the work 
went on until at last the dam was strong enough 
to hold back the water The river could not 
break it and carry it away 
Then Tom was given a new JOb. 
"The water is seepmg between the big 
stones," said Mr Douglas. "Too much water 
is gomg through the dam. We must fill up 
the holes among the rocks." 
Now tram loads of sand and gravel were 
dumped on the dam. With a huge hose 
Tom helped to mix water with the sand and 
gravel and to force mud mto the cracks among 
the rocks until not a hole was left. At last 
the dam was fimshed, and everyone was happy 
"Floods will not break this dam," bragged 
Tom the next day "The nver has met its 
master at last." 
"Yes, and you have helped master it," 
·-......- added James Douglas. "You deserve pay 
for your good work. Here IS a check from 
the Cahforma Development Company " 
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Tom looked at Jim Douglas with surprise. 
"I was not expecting pay," he said. "I was 
working to save the valley " 
"Of course you were," said Mr Douglas, 
"but the California Development Company 
owns more of the valley than you do. You 
have helped save the valley for them too. 
Take the money and go to school." 
Tom's eyes shone with happmess. "That 
is JUSt what I'll do," he said. "I'll go to 
school and learn to be a real engineer." 
No one ever worked harder at school that 
fall and winter than Tom did. 
When he returned home the next summer, 
the valley was more beautiful than ever The f 
orchards and gardens were filled with fruits 
and blossoms. Great fields of barley and 
corn were ripening under the hot sun. The 
air was sweet with the smell of canteloupes, 
ready to be picked. 
Oranges and lemons shone like golden globes 
among the dark, thick leaves of the trees. 
As Tom looked at the rich valley he felt happier 
than ever to think that it had been saved from 
both drouth and ·floods by the engineers. 
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